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December 4, 1975

University of Missouri - St. Louis

Issue No. 240

Coordinating Board requests increases
Lynn O'Shaughnessy

•

The Coordinating Board o!Higher Education recom mended an overall eight per
cent increase in state appropriations for the 1976-77 aca-

demic school year for the 11
state universities at its November meeting. This eight
per cent increase amounts . to
approximately 18 million
dollars. The University of
Missouri's share of the in-

crease will be 8.5 million
dollars.
"The university received
the smallest percentage increase of any of the state institutions except for Lincoln
UnIversity," said Charles

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT REVISION? Dan Crone, left, and Jim Shanahan lead an ope;
forum to discuss an alternative to the foreign language requirement. See relat~d Focus, pag.
5. [Photo by Jeane Vogel]

Armbruster , who IS the
UMSL representativl! to the
coordina-ting board's faculty
advisory group .
The board's final decisions
on how the 18 million was to
be divided among the schools
was "affected solely by head
count", Armbruster said .
The board examined all universities' enrollment figures
for the 1975 winter, summer
and fall semesters and mathmatically allocated the money
in proportion to enrollment
increases.
Discounting Lincoln U niversity which had a small
drop in enrollment, Missouri
University's four campuses
combined claimed the smallest student increase at an
estimated 2.8 per cent rise
while Southeast Missouri
State boasted the largest
increase with a 10.2 per cent
climb in enrollment. Missouri
University was the only
school which did not submit
final attendance figures on
enrollment commented Armbruster, which lead to speculation that the university
might not have received 'its
. fair share. The university,
Armbruster said still does not
know the exact number of

student enrolled on the four
campuses this semester.
The coordinating board's ·
failure to use the state university's 1974 fall semester
enrollment figures in place of
the 1975 fall semester figures
probably hurt Missouri University when it came to dividing the money, Armbruster said. The increases in
enrollment for the state universities, excluding the University of Missouri, were not
as dramatic for the 1974-75
school year as they were for
the 1975 fall semester. A
faction of the board wished to
use enroilment figures for the
1974-75 academic year but
this sentiment was squelched
Armbruster said.
The coordinating board's
recommendation has now
been sent to Governor Christopher Bond and the Missouri legislature . The recommendations must ultimately
meet the povernor's approval , but Armbruster observed that all Bond's past
actions supporting the coordinating board indicated that
the governor has . 'certainly
made it clear he is going to
treat the board's recommendations very seriously."

Bader removes Misner before resignation date

Man·e Casey

Co Ium b'la o
'
Bader refused to comment
Gordon Misner, chairperson of the department of on Misner's early dismissal
Administration of] ustice was because of the subject dealt
removed from his post Oct. 1 with personnel. However, he
by Robert Bader, dean of the did say that he is supportive
College of Arts and Sciences, of the AO] program.
after turning in his resigna"There have been rumors
tion Sept. 5.
circulating among the AO]
Misner's resignation was students to the effect that
to have taken effect] an. 1, either the program was being
1976, but the former chair- deemphasized, or reducing,
person says Bader "summar- or perhaps even phasing out.
il y removed" him three I am stating that those rumonths earlier.
mors . are unfounded, untrue
Misner said his departure and without any basis whatwas prompted by disputes soever.' ,
between him and Bader over
Both Ben Brashears, acting
procedure and levels on co- chairperson of the depart operation between UMSL and ment, and Alphonso] ackson,
the University of Missouri -

an AO] professor, have
found Bader's supportive
words consistent with his
actions in hiring top quality
professors.
.
Recently, Bader has recommended as a top priority,
that an additional full-time
taculty member be added to
AO], although it is unlikely
that extra money will be received from tpe state for this
purpose . Instead, reallocation
will be necessary, which will
mean a reassignment of
money within the university.
Bader noted, "That reallocation is being made with the
full support of the faculty

elected Coilege Planning
Committee. "
AO] presently has the
fourth highest faculty-student
ratio for advising. ] ackson
commented , "I think we are
going to have to have six or '
seven full-time faculty members to meet the student
demands." Misner stated
that there are presently five'
full-time faculty members.
These professors, along
with a number of part-time .
faculty members, teach the
829 students presently enrolled in AO] courses. Of
these, approximately 450 to
500 students are AO] majors ,

although the department has
only 250 folders on file.
Although AO] students
bring in $100,000, Misner
sald that the department is
budgeted to the tune of only
$156,000
a
year .
$156,000 a year.
Misner reflected his concern for the future of the
AO] department, "I don't
see how anyone can cIefend
the kind of starvation diet
that AO] has been on since
its beginning. " He added, "I
think we have done an outstanding job on this campus.

[continued on page 2]

No snow days for UMSL
Classes will not be canis a pro.blem. "If we have
celled this winter on days of
any days when it is simply .
inclement weather. The polimpossible to get to the
icy applies to both day and
campus, I'm sure those inevening classes and is univolved will understand the
form for all four campuses of problem and work out an
the University of Missouri.
accomodation," he said.
Chancellor Arnold B.
Stressing the responsibility
Grobman announced the
of the faculty for · meeting
University-wide policy and
their classes ' on adverse
said students have the right
weather days, the chancellor
to eX!1ec£ c1~~ses to be in _ said, "We have an obligation
session as scheduled. He also
under University policy to
pointed out that the Univerconduct all classes as schedsity does not require students
uled. I have confidence that
to attend every class session faculty members will make
of each course. Those who every effort to meet their
miss a class due to severe classes regardless of the
weather conditions ordinarily weather. " The chancellor
are provided an opportunity also emphasized that staff
to make up work by their personnel should likewise
instructors.
make every effort to . be at
The chancellor also noted work during bad weather
tha St. Louis experiences few periods.
days each winter when travel

•

TARGET PRACTICE: Students take the opportunity to play in the snow left by a s-"owstorr. ·
the day before Thanksgiving . Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman has announced that UMSL. wi,
not close on snow days. [Photo by Larry LaBrier]
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.Bookstore manager
,(Iazura resigns

-.

Btll Townsend

A FACE FULL FOR KIDS: Proceeds from the pie eating cont~st spons~red by Pi Kappa Alph. '
. went to the St. Vincent German Orphan Home. [Photo by Jeane Vogel]

Policy to aid library users
dresses and phone numbers.
Upon request the library will
reveal only name and status.
An original borrower has
the right to refuse access to
the material to anyone until it
is returned to the library. It
is also the responsibility of
the original borrower for the .
. material until it is returned.
Any informal lending of material is discouraged.
At the present time there
has been no problems with
the policy. "It is expected
that the policy will work
well," said Miller. "But if
there any instances of abuse,
it will be referred to university officials for action."
The policy will be on a trial
period until March 30, 1976.
It will be reviewed by library
staff and the Senate Library
Committee at the end of this
period to see whether it Will
be continued.
The disclosure policy . will

Denise Perkins
Effective Nov. 1, 1975 the
Thomas Jefferson Library of
UMSL began a new experimental policy change.
The object of the new
policy is to enable library
users who need to consult
any material charged out of
the library to know who has
checked out that material.
This disclosure policy may
only be used under special
circumstances and only by
persons who are certified to
use the library. The library
users have to make their
needs known in order to use
this policy, said Robert C.,
Miller, the director of libraries .
The persons who wish to
contact the borrower of material will have to make direct
contact themselves . The Ii·
brary will nbt disclose ad-

be made with the foli'owing
provisions:
- requests tor disclosure ot
borrower's . name should be
made only under sl'ecial circumstances, when there is a
demonstrated need to consult
the title in question for a
brief period (as one would
consult a library reference
work). Normally the Lbrary's
hold procedures shaH 0e utilized to obtain acc(ss.. to
material already charged out.
- The original borro'Ver is
responsible for macerial
charged until it is returr:ed to
the library, and may r~fuse
direct access to another u.ser.
- Checks of the circul~tion
file for such items will be
made at the convenience of
the circulation staff.
- No more than five iter'1s
will be checked for borrower's name for a patron at
one time.

Feels UM gets poor state support
[continued from page 1]

•

with the small amount of
money we have been receiving from the state ." Misner
feels the University of Missouri receives an inadequate
amount of state support,
ranking forty-first in the
nation for state support to
schools .
Although AOJ is the third
largest instructional unit on
,: ampus, Misner expressed
.,hock over the low level of
information about it. When
chairman of the department,
he figured half of his responsibility was to deal with .
~h~ outside community.
MIsner feels this is just "one
reason why this department
is absolutely crucial to the
university. "
Misner repeated in a number of ways that his major
issue is not himself, but
. rather, the very future of the

I (~
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department. He is concerned
about what the department
will look like a year from
now, believing that only two
of the present five faculty
members will be around in
September '76 . Jackson
stated that he has heard this
too', although there is no way
to validate that.
B,rashears expressed disappointment over Misner's
resignation, but expects the
1epartment will m~intain

Present this Ad
for 50% .
Off Any Ring

their continual high standards. Jackson feels the department will become even
stronger as it has each year it
has been in existence. He
added, "No department depends on one person."
Upon receipt of Misner's
resignation, Dean Bader
named a search committee to
conduct a national search for
a new department chairman
as well as two to three
full-time teaching positions.

The 1975-76 Student Directory is now availabel for
purchase at the Information
Desk. Copies are $.25 for
students and $.70 for staff.

r-------------------

Earn $88 a Week

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
TO SOPHOMORES AND ,JUNIORS
Work in a public library in
Missouri this summer.
See
if a library caree r i s for
you. Applicants with a 3.0
GPA on a 4.0 scale desired.
H1' gh motivation and aptitude required.
CONTACT:

Coordinator . of L i brary Resources
Missouri State Library
Jefferson City, Missouri, 65101

1/3 to 1/2 Off
Sterling Silver
Chokers ·
Start $3.00

L
Westroads
Clayton Rd. &
Brentwood BI.

V03-6611

Yoga for Concentration
& Relaxation

Phone: 862-7284

Directory available

Authentic
Indian Jewelry

SCHOOL
of YOGA
9516 l.c¥::kland
Overland, Mo. 63114

University Bookstore Manager pennis Klazura has resigned effective Dec. 5 after
only six months in the post
for . what was described as
" personal reasons."
.Assistant Manager Tom
Kitta, 30 years old, will serve
as acting manager' until a
permanent. successor IS
found.
John Perry, vice chancellor
for administrative services,
said Klazura had personal
reasons for leaving and
would return to his native
Milwaukee where he served
as bookstore director at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee before coming to
UMSL in June.
Klazura was in Milwaukee as
the Current went to press
and could not be reached for
comment.
Some unidentified bookstore employees said Klazura, 35, had difficulty getting along with his employees
and that was the reason for
the resignation.
Perry attributes those
types of comments to what
he calls · a natural res-;:ntment
by long-time employees of
any company to the departure toward newcomers.
"A lot of people in the
bookstore have been there a
long time, so it's hard for a
new man to break into 'the
group' Perry said. "It (the

resentment) is a natural thing
and is to be expected. "
Perry said he was surprised by the resignation
saying he thought that Klazura was doing some interesting things with the bookstore.
A few of the changes
Klazura made were :
- the installation of a suggestion box near the front
cash registers;
-moving the magazlOes
from the Candy Shoppe upstairs near the Information
Center to the bookstore
downstairs;
-rearranging the "popular" books from the rear of
th~ store to the front and
moving the paper supplies
from the front to the rear.
Perry said no formal search
committee will be formed to
fmd a new manager, but he
said that before making a
decision he would seek input
from and allow prospective
candidates to meet with
bookstore, and students.
Meanwhile, assistant manager Kitta will again temporarily fill the vacancy, just as
he did following the resignation in January of former
manager George Dickerson.

..

~ .
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Questions unanswered
over athlete's behavior
Jim Shanahan
During the past two weeks I have learned
that a member of the school's basketball
team has been involved in some extracurricular activities which are questionable at
best . Normally such activities would be
reported on the news or sports page, but due
to . the circumstances of this particular
situation this information will be covered in
this commentary.
Approximately two and one half weeks ago
a student witnessed this athlete passing food
over the wall in the cafeteria in order to avoid
paying for it. This student told the athlete he
was wrong to take the food, was told to mind
his own business and returned to his table.
The athlete left the cafeteria and returned
several minutes later with a fellow athlete.
He approached the student, struck him three
times and told him to meet outside. Someone
called the campus police, who took both
athletes, the student and his brother to the
UMSL police office. The student did not
press charges.
This same athlete has also been allegedly
asked not to return to the bookstore due to
attempts bn his part to remove merchandise
without paying for it. This action was
supposedly taken by former bookstore manager, Dennis, Klazura, and the UMSL police .

Larry Clark, assistant food manager, said
he was not in the cafeteria at the time and
had no information on the subject.
. Dan Crane said he was not on duty at the
time and had no information on the subject.
Vickie Fortner, head cashier,' stlried that
there was ' no fight, just some shoving. This
contradicts all information we have been able
to obtain.
Gary Anderson, book buyer in the bookstore, had no comment because' there is
currently no bookstore manager, and hedoesn't know how the new manager will react
to stealing.
Tom Kitta, acting manager of the bookstore, had no comment because he was not
involved in the situation. He stated that the
situation was handled by ,the old bookstore
manager, Dennis Klazura, and security.
Bill Edwards, director of the University
Center, was out of town when the incident in
the cafeteria occurred and had no details, He
did' not know anything about the athlete
being barred from the bookstore.
Police chief James Nelson refused to allow
anyone to see the police report without
permission from John Perry , vice chancellor
for administrative services. He recommended
talking to those involved but refused to give
out their names.
Perry did not give me access to the police
reports. He said the reports were not confi-

COMMENTARY
This same athlete is also very close to
being evicted from his apartment, which is
included in his athletic scholarship. Alo '
included in this scholarship are tuition,
books, and meal tickets for the cafeteria.
This is not intended as a criticism of the
athlete involved, although he would certainly
be the subject of criticism if we could verify
the facts. Unfortunately, I have not been able
to do so.
To the best of my knowledge the facts
presented above are accurate. I have presented them to numerous individuals both on
and off campus, who have knowledge about
the situation due to their presence at teh time
of the occurence or their position in the
campus hierarchy. For the most part they
have been of little help.
The student involved in the cafeteria
incident refused to comment. "It was an unfortunate incident and I would just as - soon
forget about it. I don 't need the publicity and
neiher does he. He's sorry about the incident , and I don' t want him hun by it."
Patrolman John Tharp, who haniHed the
incident in the c3feteria, had no comment.
He recommended talking to D~nnis Donham,
assistant dean of student affairs. ,
One of the cashiers in the cafeteria who
was working at the time the incident occured
refused to identify herself and had no
comment.

dential, but it 'was not ' their policy to release
them ~ithout the consent of the people
involved.
Chuck Smith, athletic director and head
basketball coach, had no comment on the
incidents in the cafeteria and bookstore . he
said that the athlete had been s uspended for
ten days for "his lackadaisical attitude in
practice" and to give 4im time to bolster his
sagging grades . He was reinstated at the '
request of his teammates . '
Miss Bell, manager of the University Park
Apartments, verified that the athlete was
resideing in that apartment complex and
was on the verge of being kicked out but
refused to say why .
Donham indicated that our facts on the
incident in the cafeteria were accurate and
said he planned to talk to both the student
and the athlete.
He added, "To this point no one on this
campus has referred him to this office for
'discipline.' Nobody's ftled a report against
him, for whatever reason, and the school
can't hand our discipline unilaterally. That
would take us back to the Inquisition."
Donham's point is a valid one. His hands
are tied until someone makes a complaint,
and no one has seen a need to make a
complaint thus far. In the meantime, the
actions of this particular athlete have continued.

LETTERS
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Discusses 'balf-assed' problem '
Dear Editor:
resent this because they were
1 had an experience the
trained to work at a complete
other day that I would like to
university. The faculty's reshare with the members of
sentment of the
halfthe UMSL communtiy. It was
assedness of this institution
a conversation with a friend
then carries over to the
and' it began quite innocentstudents who came with an
ly. As X (who shall remain
already half-assed attitude
nameless for soon to become
because they really wanted to
apparent . reasons) and I . go to Columbia and partY but
started out from Lucas Hall
couldn't afford it."
on our almost daily jaunt to
By this time . we had
the snack bar for a couple of
reached the snack bar and
quick Dr. Peppers we found
were ftIling our 16 oz . styour conversation drifting torofoam sups with ice from
ward that inevitable topic,
the automatic ice dispenser,
UMSL students. "After five
which sometimes works and
years here ," said X, "I have
sometimes doesn ' t, but he
come to the conclusion that
continued unabashed. "They
UMSL students can't do any-'
were prepared for college in
thing unlus they do it in a
half-assed high-schools , by
half-assed manner . " Conhalf-assed teachers, and they
vinced that he was just upset
aren't really sure if they want
over the last batch of essays
to work ' for a living or go to
his students had turned in, 1
school , because after 13
replied, "They aren't all
years of "liberal" education
completely hopeless .'"
they're sick of school, so they
"That's just it!" he snapped,
try to do both and end up not
"They can't even be comdoing either one well. You've
pletely hopeless . They can't
heard of half-way houses ,
even write good "F" papers,
this is a half-as sea house ."
only half-assed "F" papers ."
We had just reached an
"That's not true," I said, "I
empty table on the larger
have' a few students who
side of the snack bar (the
seem to be honestly trying to
side sans jukebox) as he
write solid "F" papers."
finished his oration, and I,
" But they 're only trying," he
thinking it beneficial to resaid, "They never really get
main silent, sat quietly as he
the thing done right." 1 gave
scrutinized the surroundings .
him one of those "I think
, 'See there," he said after a
you've slipped a cog" looks,
moment, pointing to an athbut he was already unwindletic looking student in a red
ing his oration.
football jersey who was
"I'm not saying that it's
vainly trying to indulge in the
completely the students'
latest snack bar fad
fault; it' s partly the fault of shooting the cellophane
the university . Its a halftipped toothpick from a
assed university . 1 mean,
"specialty sandwish" blow
let's face it, this is supposed
dart fashion through a straw
to be a university, but at best so that it sticks in the ,ceiling
it's only half junior college
tile -:- "These kids can't
and half university. And the
even screw around without
state tries- to keep it that screwing up. " Enough is
way. We have no dorms ."
enough I said to myself.
" Other universitie s don't
"Look," I told him, pO,inting
have dorms ," I interjected.
to the ceiling and all the red,
"Yes," he said, becoming a green, blue, and yellow celbit perturbed at my insolophane tipped toothpicks
lence, "But they have proembedded there, "now tell
grams ; they have law schools me that UMSL students
or med schools or complete never get anything done
grad schools. How many dif- right. " I felt that I had conferent masters programs are vinced him, but I hadn't. "Its
offered at UMSL, how many only half covered,"
he
doctorates? " I had to admit replied , "There must be
very few . "You see," he dozens of ceiling tiles without
continued , "because the a single toothpick stuck in
state only allows this insti- them." "Give them time, " I
tution to be half-assed aca- replied, "Give them time."
demically , the faculty and He grunted and the constaff develop the notion' that vers ation turned to other
they are teaching in a half- things.
,assed institution, which is
Name Withheld
completely right, but they
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Dear Editor:
specifically requested such
There was a time when informality . (A page later in
women were literally the another article, he calls all ,
property of their husbands, . male professor-s 'J ohnson',
and, like slaves, their last
'Camigliano', etc. , so why
names were that of their not 'Borgese'?) Calling a
paterfamilius. The laws are
famous feminist "Elizabeth"
gone, bust some vestiges of undercuts the seriousness of
custom remain, assuming
her remarks by trivializing
that women have no real last
the speaker. Will we see this
names of their own. Using a
trend of familiarity continue,
woman's first name in an
so that there will be stories
article connotes a con- . about what Arnold and Brice '
descention which is inapprothink of John and Evereatt?
priate nowdays .
In fairness to the Current,
Thomas Taschinger' s
the usual policy seems to be
articel on Elizabeth Mann
using last names when reBorgese repeatedly referred
ferring to womell" (such as
to her as "Elizabeth", which
'Tandy') and this one writer
is a familiarity quite out of
seems to be an exception to
place with her age and stamodern usage .
ture as an author, unless she
Lola L. Luqas
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Foreign ·Ianguage, a necessity or waste?
Stan Ketterer

Shanahan felt that the requirement in its present form
~ossesse.d substantial negative attnbutes as well as its
many positive assets.
"We feel thar the need for
a functional and useable
knowledge of a foreign language is limited. Such knowledge is difficult to achieve in
three semesters and is often
readily acquired when the
need arises," Shanahan said.
"We further suggest that a
working knowledge of a language is not always necessary and attempts to achieve
such language skills can
often hinder a student's progress toward a d~gree . "
Shanahan explained that
his proposed option would
give the student flexibility to
choose the way in which he
desired to fulftll the foreign
language requirement. He
advised those students who
intended to attend graduate
schools to bear in mind that
~oreign. language proficiency
IS requIred for admission into
most schools and thus his
prop'o sal would not apply to
them.

I''''' SO~"'I~' (.OItHW"u..A series of three open
YIJU HA'I4foI'T' '-'At> \"3 HOVa.S.
forums on the foreign lanOP SWAH ,L.l, 'IIW\ At='~fC) ,
guage requirement were held
~U'A~ H.T' $" tTAo8LIfr I:'.a.to gauge the amount of
E~ l='& OVR... .JDB
student and faculty support
oPE""Ple:. AS .JA14 rn;~ .,.
for an amendment to the
foreign languagerequirement.
The forums, which were
held on Nov. 19 and 21, also
acted as a proving ground for
the amendment's proposals
and provided an excellent
medium for student and faculty feedback .
The proposed amendment
would retain all the present
methods of satisfying the
foreign language requirement
and offer the students
another viable alternative.
don't know anything about
"You may be able to help
of the requirement.
Under this plan, the stuthem."
someone. You can' t predict
"Each requirement has a
dent could fulfill the require"We are .rapidly becoming
what you'll do in the future
specific utilization, and they
ment by completing fifteen
the most hIghly trained and
therefore, you .can't predic~
h~ve
been
required
for
spehours in one foreign culture
broadly uneducated people in
whether you'll need the Ian ·
cific purposes," she noted.
study area. Areas of cultural
~?e world," ~e emphasized,
"If the alternative is only . guage or possible use it ~n
study would include France
we have thIS strange idea
other fields ."
tau~ht
from the E~glish point
Germany, Latin America and
that if we are to exchange
Although most comments
o~
vIew,
you
receive
a
oneSpain.
ideas with other cultures or
were highly critical of the
SIded education that defeats
All students who desire to
exchange literatures with
proposal, views of approval
t~e purpose of serving a
utilize the option would be
other cultures, they must
were
expressed as well.
Itberal
arts
education."
required to take Introduction
learn our language."
Curt Watts, the vice presProfessors views
to Anthropological Linguistics
He added that foreign lan~dent . ~f the student body,
51 . Additionally , students ,
Ranga'chary Kannan asBenefits
guage study was necessary to
IdentIfIed
himself as a
must take one course that
sistant professor of ~ath
pr~perly app~eciate foreign
straight-A
German
student
Shanahan then summarized
pertains to his designated
expressed' concuring views. '
wnters,
especIally
poets
.
His
and
related
his
feelings
about
the benefits that he felt could
area of cultural study in eco"It's great to read Albert
observations were further
the
present
requirement.
be
derived
from
the
imnomics, history or fine arts.
Camus in French, but when
elaborated upon by an an" I personally did learn the
plimentation of the ptoposed
A student would also be
you read it through transthropology student.
culture of Germany because I
amendment.
required to enroll in two
lation
and
you
say
'I
have
"Each culture has certain
had good teachers,"
he
"We think by studying
courses in literature and one
read him', what have you
thought
patterns which are
stressed.
"
But
that's
no
that
culture
(the
student's
course in the culture of his
read?" Kannan asked. "One
unique ,~o their culture," he
guarantee that other sutdents
chosen area of cultural study)
study areas, but most of the
must have an overall view of
saId.
:The way foreign
will. "
exclusively student's ' are
courses now included on the
life. You can' t become an
people
think
is
related
to
the
Kevin Moore , another stugoing
to
learn
more
about
list are not offered in transisolationist and say that these
construction of their landent felt that the reason
that culture. They ~re not
t-hlrcppn uUu.&..,:,
hr. l1 rc ~ ,,~p
1'"'
lation . Jim Shanahan,chair_:...... no . . Impcr~
guage ."
Americans were scorned by
person of the Central Council going
to
hurt
their
tant
."
"It
is
impossible
to
transforeigners
was not entirely
grade point average, and
C;urriculum Committee, indiKannan questioned the
late the culture without
their
fault.
they
are
not
going
to
have
to
cated that the Modern Forgeneral tendency of students
knowing the language, be"I think that one of the
learn a skill that they don't
eign Language Department
to escape established recause
language
is
tilled
with
problems
is that in a lot of
really learn , need, or use ."
qUIrements .
ha~ no i~tention of changing
various connotations and deforeign
countries
children
After
completing
his
"There is a general .trend
theIr .poltcy, thus presenting
to~ations that C2annot be perbegin
learning
a
foreign
lanopening
remarks,
Shanahan
a major obstacle to his proto .d eviate from the major receIved
unless
the
language
is
guage
in
grade
school
"
he
requested verbal input from
posal.
qUIrements, and this is leadunderstood . They have an
pointed
out.
"This
puts'
us
at
the
audience.
The
majority
of
Co.mbining both daily
ing towards inferior eduentirely different approach to
a
definite
disadvantage
with
th~
audi.ence
was
highly
poseSSIOns, approximately 60
cation,"
Kannan stated.
th~ world and the required
relanon to toreigners, 'who
lanzed tn opposition to the
people attended the forums
"Why
don
'
t
you just register
thIrteen
hours
is
the
minimayor may not have conproposal and voiced their
and 15 students attended th~
for what you want, walk into
mum necessary to introduce
tempt for us , and eliminates
opinions
with
vibrant
fervor
.
evening sessions .
the chancellor's office in four
us to t~is vast new way of
much of our opportunity to
A Russian major, who did
years and say, Where IS my
ex.presstng and arranging
become really proficient in
not identify himself, stepped
Values analyzed
diploma?' "
,
thtngs:
If
people
can't
pass
college foreign language
upon the. stage and expresed
A foreign language major
the thIrteen hours of required
Jim Shanahan and Dan
courses. "
hImself 10 a most felicitous
vehemently
disputed Shanforeign language study, they
Crone opened the forum by
"The real issue is acamanner. He raised numerous
han's
claim that he may
aren't college material."
analyzing the benefits of the
demic freedom," another
questions concerning Amernever need to us~ a foreign
foreign language requirestudent said . "A foreign lanDoub.ts
ican isolationist policies.
language .
ment .
g~age skill can be acquired
Making a reference to the
"You can ' t tell .what you
treatment of American athAnother student expressed
"We recognize the value
WIth a minimal difficulty
letes and diplomats abroad
dou~ts that the proposed r ~ill ~r will not need. Studyand purpose of the foreign
when needed, but the unitng a foreign language can
he asked, "Why do they ' hate . Engltsh translation of foreign
language requirement in proversity requirements are
works would be sufficiently
benefit you in an accidental
viding for the broad and
nothing but strong arm tacsituation," she challenged.
varied education necessary to r-___g_u_t_s_?~I-t'~s~b~e~c~a~u-se---w~.e--~be?:~.c-.,ia,~l_t~o~fu~l_fi_ll__t"h~e_~~~
tics . "
p.r~~uce reasonable, thinking,
Results
clvI!tzed human beings , stimulate growth, gain the perOne positive result of the
spective found in a different ·
forum was an action taken by
viewpoint of reality, eliminate
the Central Council Curri~
the monolingualism, mono- '
culum Committee . Ruth
culturalism , and provincialThaler, an inspired student, '
ism so often found in our
requested a survey of student
American society and undersentiments toward the prostand the ideas and thoughts
posed amendment to deterof foreign authors which are
mine the amount of student
often inadequately tran ssupport . The committee
mitted in the process of
passed a motion to hold the
translating such works into
survey , and it will be· conEnglisli," Shanahan stated .
ducted after semester break.
"We also recognize the
. If enough student support
value of a functional and
IS shown, the Arts and
useable knowledge of a forSciences. Curriculum Comeign language for those indimiti:ee, to which Shanahan
viduals working overseas or
and Maureen Cole submitted
with ~isitors from foreign
the amendment, may pass
countnes, as a research tool
the measure and then it
for making use of those
would .be brought before the
works and writings which
faculty of the College of Arts
have not been translated and
and Scie?ces, if not, the proas a~ aid to the study of
posal wIll probably die in
EnglIsh grammatical concommittee.
,
struction . "
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Sociology department terminates gay activist
Mike Biondi

-'

.

An UMSL graduate student
has been terminated from a
special sociology program
without explanation of the
charges made against her,
the Current learned Monday.
The student, Billie Rensberger, is filing suit against
the University as a result of
issues surrounding her termination .
Rensberger was terminated
from the program in April
'75.
"I received only one letter
stating why I was terminated
from the Evaluation Program," said Rensberger, a
gay female student . "The
staff of the program refused
to give explanations of the
charges they made . They
stated I was unfit to carry on
the research of the program,
but did not explain ho~ I was
unfit.' ,
Rensberger said she would
be offered payment of her
summer school tuition if she
dropped out of the program.
"They told me that if I made
them explain why I was
being terminated they would
not pay my summer tuition ."
Rensberger asked to receive
the letter from the staff of
the program.
There were no precedents
to follow in determining how
to terminate a student from
the program, Arnold Bash,
chairperson ot the sociology /
anthropology
department
stated. "The program is federally funded and there was
no precedent for how a
student could appeal a termination either," he stated.
, "To deal with this issue,"
Bash continued, "we called
. our ethics into mobilization,
our sense of justice . We
would have to do what is
right, fair, and just." The
staff may not have met these
criteria in deciding to terminate Rensberger, Bash
added. He stated that Rensberger's complaint was that
the decision to terminate her
had no been just.
Rensberger, in a letter to
Charles Doughterry, head of
the University Grievance
Committee in ' 74-'75 , stated
how. she thought her procedural rights had been vio-'
lated. She charged that the
d irector of the program,
William Erickson, determined
that she was not qualified to
continue the program "based
solely on his own subjective
; udgement." She was not
given a hearing at which to
air her views before her termination, she added in the
letter.
Doughterty, in an interview
Tuesday, stated that the
Grievance 'Committee decided
against Rensberger. "We in
the Grievance Committee
found that the director 's
. action was not based on his
own judgment but only after
consulting with other faculty
members involved," he said.
He added that the procedure
adopted by the sociology
department in terminating
Rensberger was judged fair
by the committee.
"I was never warned nor
in any way told of my termination until a teacher,
Professor Harding, sat down
and told me at lunch one
day,' " stated Rensberger.

Dougherty had stated that.
-the ' procedure used by the
department included "con- '
ferences and warnings to
Billie." He added that there
were "peripheral issues involved which had ramification." He did not state
what the issues were.
Mark Corket, a student in
the program with Rensberger, state d some student
concerns with Rensberger's
termnination . "We were
'concerned with why she was
being
terminated, "
he
stated. " We were afraid we
would be terminated from
our programs too." Each
student in the special program chose an institution to
evaluate: Rensberger had selected the Girls' Home on
Enright Avenue.
"Rumor had it that Rensberger was terminated because she is a homosexual,"
Corkert stated, 'but I don't
think that is true. Charges
were made that Billie had
been unprofessional in her
research. But at that point,"
he continued , "we were all
non-professionals . They
didn't want Billie back at
their home ," he added .
" They paid the counselors,
but they didn 't need Billie."
Rensberger was asked to
leave the ' Home in March
'75 .
Rensberger stated the
reason the university gave
for her termination from the
program. "1 received a letter
stating that I was dropped
from the program ' because
my actions had jeopardized
the program's pOSItion in the
community," she said. "But
it was never explained what
my actions were ."
Reasons for her' termination from the Girl's Home
and the program were linked,
Rensberger stated. "I was
terminated from the program
because 1 lost the agency,"
she said .
Frank Hall, director of the
Girl 's Home, did not think
Rensberger's homosexuality
was a factor in her being
asked to leave the institution.
" None of the girls at the
Home were aware of Billie's
homosexuality, " he stated. In
addition, there was no connection between Rensberger's ter~ination from the
graduate program and her
being asked not to continue
at the Girl'~ Home.
Others involved in the
issue stated differing reasons·
for the Home 's termination of
Rensberger. "I'll never know
why Billie was asked to
leave," stated Ruby Peters ,
a child care worker at the
Home. " Perhaps it was a
personality conflict, but Billie
got along well with the
housemothers and the girls.
We all liked her very much."
The personality conflict'
could only have been between Rensberger and the .
social workers at the Home,
Peters continued. "The social,
workers gave her a hard
time," she said.
Peters did not know Rensberger was a homosexual. " 1
did not know this until you
told me," she stated in an
interview. "Perhaps this was·
why the social workers gave.
her a hard time. They may
have resented her being
gay."
"Some people have a blind .

s.ide o~, them," s~e continued, and somethrng they
don't understand they fear."
Peters added that Rensberger
"did not display her personal
life to the girls or the housemothers."
Hall gave a reason for
Rensberger's
termination
from the Home. " Billie was
asked to leave because ~he
had not presented a deslgn
stating how she planned to
carry through her research .

mosex~ali~r on each other,"
she sald . They wanted to do
it. There was a sort of code.
You din't use violence . There
were enough girls who were
interested. "
Corkert related that other
students in the program
found negative things within
the system they were evaluating. "We were all seeing
things we were unhappy
about when doing our research," he said, "but we
I
didn ' t step in and say,
change this. Our job was not
to correct but to evaluate."
--.,~-,
Corkert was unsure if Rensberger had attempted to expose homosexuality in the
Girls ' Home.
Ealier in the year, Rensberger had made an appearance on television for Lesbian
Alliance, a homosexual group
in the city. In the fall of ,?4,
the coffeehouse of Lesblan
Alliance had been firebombed. Rensberger, living
in a house that was universtiy property had asked . to
hold the coffeehouses at her
I
apartment. Erickson granted
permission.
.
Erickson too denied that
homosexuality was an isue in
Rensberger's
termination
from the program.
He stated, "1 never discussed Billie's sexual orien·
tation with the staff of the
program or the administrator
of the Home . There was
some allusion to Billie's politics at the last staff meeting
before her termination."
Rensberger stated that
" the Girl s' Home was
threatened by my preseilce ,
BILLIE RENSBERGER· an UMSL graduate student, discus('ot just as a gay woman but
ses the local unemployment situation with an associate on the
as a feminist, " she stated.
telephone. [Photo courtesy BzJlie Rensberger]
"1 was not going to give
them a pablum study as my
final report. 1 was going to
include in my study the good
.
and the bad, to deal with the
realities of what goes . on
. '.
there. " This included homosexuality among the girls,
The special program, in evagirl who was clinically homoshe added . "Perhaps they
luation research , is used to
sexual," he added.
felt threatened by someone
determine the success or
Other statements were difwho would not be comprised
failure of an institution rn
ferent . A former house - into writing a public relations
mother at the Home, who
study ," she continued .
carrying out its purposes.
" Evaluate means looking
asked to be unidentified ,
Rensberger stated she did
for outcomes," stated Hall.
stated that homosexuality
not reveal her gayness to the
"In our case , they would be .
was a common occurence at Girls' Home staff. "But they
Is the girl better off after our
the Home. " Homosexuality would not have known I
program? Is she able to cope
at the Girls ' Home is real ,"
mentioned the homosexuality
with things , to stay out of
she stated. "In talking with
in m y de scription of the
jail?" The. Girl ' s Home treats
girls who had been there, I Home unles s the staff at
delinquent or emotionally
discovered about half are
school mentioned it to
disturbed girls, Hall stated.
gay."
them," she said . She stated
He added that there was
" Though this was true, "
that her homosexuality was
concern at the Home that the
she said. "it was not men- told to the staff at the Home
process of evaluation not distioned. It was not dealt with.
by the program direcetor at
turb treatment there.
The staff pretended it wasn ' t UMSL.
Rensberger did not present
there . . I think a lot of the
Hall stated that he found
a proposal for her research to
staff are extremely prejuout "indirectly" of RensberHall in February '75, Hall
diced against gayness," she ger 's homosexuality . "I
stated. "She was to be a
added . "They think it is found out in a long phone
participant ?bserver, '.' he
disgusting and wrong."
call with Billie in which she
said. "She was scheduled to
Hall stated that only girls raised the question, " he
attend staff meetings somewho handled their homostated.' 'I knew she was
times," he added. She was
sexuality In an asocial active in the women 's moveasked to leave the Home ip
manner would be treated by ment when she came here . I
March.
the Home. "Homosexuality is found out she was gay in late
In February, Rensberger
not treated by therapy," he February , early March." Eralso presented a description
said. "I doubt that we would . ickson knew of Rensberger's
of the Home's activities to
treat a homosexual girl for homosexuality when she verErickson. The description inhomosexuality. We are not balized it in conversations
c1uded good and bad points
convinced that homosexuality with him .
of the program. Each student
is an affliction. But if a girl
" I think the whole charge
was asked to submit such a
used force with another girl, against me of being anti-gay
we would treat that ther- is a false one ," Erickson
.iescription of their particular
institution.
apeutically. It really is not said. It' s a question of: Can a
"I never actively revealed
good to coerce anybody. "
person be political 'in their
anJ thing going on at the'
The housemother stated research? Can scientific reHome," Rensberger stated,
that violence in order to search incorporate political
"but in my description I
seduce homosexual activity \ activity? A political person
mentioned some of the negawas not used by the girls.· can bring insights to retive things I found there , like
"The girls didn't force ho- search."

F' 0

the way gay women ~er~
treated there . The GlrlS
Home never saw this negative part. We were asked not
to give them the part of the
description that was negative."
Hall stated that there was
little, if any, homosexual acOVlty among .the girls.
" There is relatively little
same sex behavior among the
girls ," he said. "In eight
years we have not had any

evs
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Central· Council gains right
Along with the October
Homecoming
elections,
UMSL students voted to pass
. an ammendment which would
give the Central Council the
right to recognize groups on
campus .
In the past, any group with
recognition of the university
could with representative to '
the council. Seventy-two per
cent of the 1200 votes received were in favor of giving
the right to recognize groups

to the Central Council.
A" committee is in the
process of drawing up the
criteria which will be used in
judging wheth('r or not a
group will be recognized.
This criteria should be presented to the council on Sun.,
Dec . 7. It will be in the Jorm
of an addition to the bylaws
and will take two meetings to
be passed.
One of the areas which will
be covered in the addition
will be the number of mem-

Service schedules

bers required for a group to
be recognized. Curt Watts,
vice president of the council,
indicated that one of die
problems in the past was that
a representative of a group of
3 people could have the same
rights as a representative 'o f
a group of 500 people.
Other areas which will be
included are the overlapping
of members in various groups
and the purpose of the
group.

Library hours
during final exams
Tuesday, Dec. 9 .
Wednesday, Dec. 10
Thursday, Dec. 11
Friday; Dec. 12
Saturday, Dec. 13
Sunday, Dec. 14
Monday, Dec . 15
Tuesday. Dec 16
Wednesday, D
17
Thursday, Dec. 18
Friday, Dec. 19
Saturday, Dec. 2'Q
Sunday, Dec. 21

Math students prefer old sY$tem
Pam Rhodey
"We the students of math
30 do not like the way the
class is broken into lectures
and labs, and would much
prefer the old method with
one instructor only."
This is the heading of a
petition submitted to Doctor
Wilke of the math department on Nov. 26 by UMSL
student Bill Pieper. The petition was signed by over 100
students.
The apparent reason for
1-

mesters before any- decision
can be made on the basis of
the research.

,setting up the math course
in this way is b('cause It is
cheaper. Bill Pieper, a student, feels that "the cost
justification must be considered, but when 90 per
cent of the students asked
don't like the way the class is
being set up, something must
be wrong.
Research is being done in
the math department on this
subject by measuri-ng the
grades al1d other things in
comparison wth past se-

Collection
The Evening College '
Council is cooperating with
the St. Louis Post Dispatch's
100
Neediest
Cases
campaign. Anyone wishing to
donate canned goods , usable
clothing or toys in good con- ~
dition may bring these items I
to special deposit boxes 10- ,
cated in SSBE, Lucas Hall,
the University enter or Stad- . I
Hall.
•

J

~ Bookstore hour~

SPECIAL NOW THROUGH NOVEMBER

.

10'% oH on prepalel
w .....I ....
.
20'% oH on optional we~ell... aibuill.

Call

t~ay for

an appolllhnent

838·.168

YOU CAN LEARN TO READ TWO TO FOUR THOUSANDS WORDS PER MINUTE

IN JUST SEVEN DAYS
t

with increased

.... .

recall

....

concentration

INTENSIFIED SEVEN

DAY COURSE.

.

FOR

SEVEN

STRAIGHT

DAYS

IS OFFERING A SPECIAL

FOR

THE C8URSE MEETS EVERY

FOUR

HOURS

AND EVENIN.G CLASSES ARE AVAILABLE.
FOR MORE Ilo"JFORMATION PHON E
(314) 878-6262
Ulinois residents call collect

.

and enjoyment

CLASSES BEGIN AND END BEFORE

COLLEGE CLASSES RESUME IN JANUARY .
DAY

.....

DYNAMI(~.s

THI S JANUARY EVELYN WOOD READING

am - midnight
7 am - 5 pm
9 am - 5 pm
noon - midnight
7 am - midnight
7 <am - midnight
7 am - midnight
7 am - midnight
7 am - 5 pm ' .
closed
. noon - 6 pm

.

Circulation
department
.
schedule
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
.

7 am
7 am
9 am
noon

- 9 pm
- 5 pm
- 5 pm
- 9 pm

t Library hours - semester break

1;:'=

Your wedding
• pictures
•
In

7 am - midnight
7 am - midnight

A

DAY .

DAYTIME
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Grobman.asks''committees to study CAR issues
Mark Henderson
Arnold B. Grobman, chancellor of UMSL, has written
letters to the chairpersons of
two commitees of the UMSL
Senate on behalf of the
Committee Against Racism in
an attempt by the organization to bring their issues
to the committee's attention.
The letters written by
Grobman were sent to Lawrence Barton , chairperson of
, the Senate Curriculum and
Instruction Committee, and
Marcus, Allen , chairperson of
the Senate Admissions and
Student Aid Committee.
Grobman's letter to Barto~
concerns non-credit courses .
The letter states CAR is
"concerned with ou], policy of
offering remedial courses not
for credit. I wrote an editorial
' on this subject years ago and
I enclose a copy for your

information." The editorial
opposes givil}g the courses
for credit.
. The other letter, to Allen,
addr~sses the possible involvement of placement tests
in discrimination on ' this
~ampus. Grobman writes thaf
CAR feels "that the use of
SAT's in the admission process discriminates against
persons not from the culture
' of suburban white high
schools. As you know, this is
widely 'held view which I
believe has considerable
merit. I understand that the
Educational Testing Service
itself now is attempting to
make its tes'ts culture-free ."
Both letters ended with a
request 'that each committee
hear CAR's views. Grobman
writes, "The ' students and
faculty members who visited
me are anxious to present
their ,views on this matter to

your Committee and I know
you would be willing to give
them an opportunity to do
so. "

The letters were in re, sponse to a racism forum at
which Grobman met with
CAR to discuss the organization's demands of changing
the entrance policy, granting
course credit for Math 02 and
English 09, and a freeze on
tuition hikes'.
Paul Gomberg, a member
of CAR, began the forum by
introducing CAR to Grobman
and explaining the organization ' s position agaInst
using p lacement tests 1n
UMSL's admissions policy.
"The policy now uses the
percentile of the admissions
tests 'with the percentile of
the student's high school
rank. Since these tests examine upper middle class
background rather than intelligence, it is obvious these

use of these tests is racist ,"
Gomberg told Grobman .
Grobman answered G'omb~rg by saying that "I'. !In·
derstand these tests are discriminatory, and until I hear
other .arguments I will agree
to that . There are three
issue.s here: admissions ,
ability to survive, and meaningful programs. I would like
to see the doors at UMSL
open more widely, but that
would be unfair unless we
can do something to guarantee them a chance to survive. We should take steps to
accomodate people who are
not as prepared as others for
the university."
The forum then discussed
credit for courses now given
as non· credit courses: Gomberg asked GrobLlan, "Given
the disproportionate number
of minorities in these classes
do- you believe these courses
are racist?"

,

"
too often , when the party
ends, the trouble begins.
People who shou ldn't be '
doing anything more active than
going to sleep are driving a car.
Speeding and weaving their way
to death.
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party, make
sure they aren't drunk.
Don't be fooled because they
drank only beer or wine: Beer arid '
wine can be just as-intoxicating as
mixed drinks.
And don't kid yourself
because they may have had some
black coffee. Black coffee can 't
sober them up well enough to drive.

J someone gets too
to
drive, drive him yourself. Or call a
cab. Or offer t9 let him sleep over.
Maybe your friend won't be
fee ling so good on the morning after,
but you're going to feel terrific.

" The racism is in the high
schools and elementary '
schools. By giving these
courses for credit, the university will put studen'ts out
on the street with . a, degree
granted on poor education,
and poorer jobs . I do not
think giving college credit for
high school work is the answer," Grobman said.
Richard Hill, a member of
CAR, told Grobman that
, 'I'm now taking community
government, which has no
bearing on what I'm going to ,
do . The credit that could be
offered in Math 02 and
English 09 would be more
valuable to me than community government."
When Hill asked if the
student referendum in which
students voted to support
CAR 2-1, and the Central
Council endorsed, had any
bearing on Grobman's decision,
the
chancellor
answered, ' 'Of course ' they
have bea·r ing , but so do the
feelings of the faculty who
give out the degrees ."
The forum then turned its
attention to tuition hikes.
Richard Slephenson, a CAR
member, asked the chancel·
lor for an update on the
possiblity of tuition increases.
Grobman , explained ,that
since everything is going up,
and whenever there are both
inflation and unemployment,
the one thing nobody want!;
is an increase in taxes.
Missouri is forty-fourth in per
capita income given to higher
educa tion, according to
Grobman, he 'also said that
tuition is going up all over
the country .
"I believe that higher edu·
cation should be an extension
of public ed u ca tion and
should be free, but given the
present situation I think we
will either wind up with a
tuition increas'e or large
classes ," Grobman told the
forum.
"One solution, if it could
be establisbed is to set up
a proportion between state
funds and tuition so that
tuition would never become a
disproportionate cost of education, We must try to get
across the idea that the tax
system should be more
greatly graduated," Grobman
said .

Debate contest
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I DRUNK DRIVER, D EPT. Y
I BOX 2345
I ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852

8· 1

i
:

I I want to keep my fri ends a live
I for the next party.
: Tell me what elsel can do.

I
I
:

I Il ly name is
I Address

I
I

~ ~I~

______

~,~

_ _• _ _ _

UMSL will host the District
contest of the Bicentennial
Youth Debates on Dec. 6,
1975 at 1 pm. Students from
several are colleges and universities will compete in the
tournament.
The winners from this Dis, trict contest will advance
through sectional and regional events to a final national
conference. Educational
awards will be presented to
outstanding participants in
the BYD .

0 __ J

FRIE'NDS DON~T LET FRIENDS DRIVE
DRUNK. ('~
.
\~i
"~
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'Students advise·development office

Examine

Marie Casey ·

your breasts.

•
Most breast cancers are
curabl e if detected early
and treated promptly.
Ask the American
Cancer Society in your
community for a free
booklet teaching- the easy
step-by-step method of
breast self-examination.

I

*

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY

Thh srace contributed by the publi sher.

comes that of attracting those
community resources primarStudents now have the
ily for funding over and
chance to influence the image
above that received from the
of UMSL in the community.
state, and secondarily, for
With the formation of a
involvement of people from
student advisory committee
the community in helpmg us
to the Development Office, to
be responsive to community
which all students are eligi- · needs. Being an advocate of
ble .
student input, Farrell continThe group will work with
ued, "My experience is that
the Development Office in
one of the best was to
planning development propresent the institution to the
jects, with the Alumni Assooutside community is directly _
ciation, and the Parents' Orthrough the students."
ganization. In addition, these
By having a committee of
students will host campus
students who seek to comvisitors, and meet with peo- . municate student views,
pIe outside the university.
Farrell hopes to · save the
Blair Farrell, Development
Development Office from beConsultant, defined the Devcoming isolated from the rest
elopment Office as being
of the university, particularly
primarily concerned with the
from the students.
external thrust of the univerFarrell envisions a group of
sity. It deals mainly with the
10 to 15 students who are
relationship of UMSL with
representative of the entire
community leaders , corporate
campus and are willing to
officers, foundations, special
expend some effort. In exinterest groups and those
pressing his optimism ,
involved in the political
Farrell said, " In spite of the
structure of the community,
fact that students are busy
all of whom are outside the
and have many demands on
university setting.
/ their time, I believe we'll get
The Development Office's
a good response to this
overall objective then beinvitation_ Students are most

directly aff;cted by · the degree of understanding of
UMSL in the outside community, particularly by employers. They have the most
to gain or lose, in terms of
UMSL's image."
Based on this belief, he is
hoping students who choose
to express an interest in
being on this committee will
be sold on UMSL, besides
wanting to learn more about
it. He is also hoping to find
students who are willing to
help the Development Office
understand student views
and want to carry the message of the university outside.
Other charac eristics Farrell is anxious to see are
enthusiasm, and the ability to
be dynamic and articulate.
He is looking for students
who are not yet overloaded
with other student activities.
The process by which this
committee will be formed will
take place in three steps.
First, students must express .
an interest on their owp, initiative either by phone (Hotline #5778), or by leaving a
note at the Development Of-

•

t€r'V ~~~~ h&!t a.

fice, 334 Benton Hall. After
candidate interviews, between 10 and 15 students will
be chosen as the initial"'
group.
Recommendations
from students and faculty art"
encouraged.
Farrell hopes the committee will begin work after the
semester break . Initial organizational meetings will be
held after the first of the
year.

Howells to speak
The Academy of Science of
St. Louis will sponsor a
lecture on early man by distinguished American anthropologist William White
Howells at 8 pm on Wed.,
Dec. 10, at Wydown Junior
High School auditorium, 6500
Wydown blvd. in Clayton.
Admission is free .
Mr. Howells is one of a
small group of scholars who
transformed
anthropology
into a modern discipline with
broad general appeal. He is,
according to his collea~es,
the great generalist in anthropology of his generation.
He has written nine books,
most of these were · for the
general reader or beginning
student.
His greatest success in research has been in the application of statistical techniques to the study of human
variation.
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ask about our "200 Club"
Year Round Discounts!

ePOSTERS
eCARDS

"university
of missouri
president
brice ratchford
and guests
invite
'Your questions
about
the university"
call collect
this sunday
5:30-6:00 pm

eHARDCOVERS
ePAPERBACKS

314 341-4386

.and Other Goodies
UNIVERSITY
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Open Monday - Saturday 10-9
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Speakers discuss U.S. role in f oreign policy
=---=--:-:.- - - - 'Thomas Taschznger

Nov. 17 to 21 was U .S.
Foreign Policy Week at
UMSL. Sponsored by the'
Center for International Stu-'
dies,
the
presentation
brought several distinguished '
lecturers and films to our
campus . The students of Political Science class 282 and
Dr . Frederic Pearson arranged the various programs
throughout the week . Assisting the CIS were the departments of history and political science .
On Monday, Nov. 17, Soon
Sung Cho of the University of
Missouri at Columbia gave
a lectbre entitled, " Another
Korean War: Myth or Reality ?" . Two films dealing
with Korea were also shown
that day , " Spring Fragrance" and "That War in
Korea" .
On Tuesday, Nov. 18, the
topic of the day was the
American relationship with
South
Africa.
Patrick
O'Meara of Indiana Universitv and Edet Ituen and Leo
Trice of Florissant Valley
Community College gave
their views on the situation,
An open-forum discussion
followed all the lectures,
Trice charged that the U.S,
was supporting the racist
apartheid regime in the Re·
public of South Africa by
diplomatic assistance and
economic investment more
than is admitted. "Unrer the
cover of benign neglect," b.t
said, "our government and
various large corporations are
actually aidinJ the oppression
of the blac i . majority in South
Africa , .
Ituen , a native Nigerian,
said that the American press
tended , 0 blow good and bad
out of J)roportion, and that
this often resulted in mis·
conceptions or inaccuracies
about Africa. " For example," he said, " Idi Amin
did not expel all the Asians
from Uganda , there are still
many there . And because the
press has a negative view of
him, deserved or undeserved,
they seize on little things,
like Amin 's tardiness at a
meeting with the Pope, and
expand its importance for
publication. Actually, Amin is
encouraged in his antics
when the press sensatio-nalizes him. "
Also on Tuesday Professor
William Zartman of New
York University spoke on the
current situation in Angola
and its background.
"The Popular Movement
for the Liberation of Angola,
MPLA, is a classic example
of a native group seeking
first colonial reform , t h en '
autonomy or 'home r u le',
. then nationalism and finally
. revolutionary violence to
achieve independence , " he
said. "If at the stage of
revolutionary violenc~ , inde-

pendence is not' acnieved,
E
,~
. 'G
S'
H' 1 ;
h L fi h
f
d
d
h
th f
d
ast ".
NaZI ermany. lOce it er s
t e e t as ragmente an
t en
e ree omhmovem~nt
" The U.S~' he said,
defeat no other Nazi states
been unable to govern effecf ragments as ot ers claim
"1
'11 b "
I d .
.
,
. I Th d
. h
they have a better way.
ha waMY~ddwll Ee lOVO ve 10
h~~e sprung up. Such 1deol~tlve y.
e ange~lllsdt atI a
. .
tel
e a s t to s?~e
gles tend to have a mult1power vacuum WI
eve op
Hfence we ha¥e the add1!lOn
extent. W~ have a traditlon
plying effect."
and facilitate a right wing
other Clval
of suppOrtlOg Israel but thaI
"S' I'
. th
bop " h
'd
f:o ' the F two
ALN d UNITA
.
.' .
OCla Ism IS
e 0 verse
c u ,
e Sal .
actIons, . .
an
'.
IS ?OW confhcted wl!h OUI
of capitalism," he continued"
" In Spain Juan Carlos is a
On ~ednesday, Nov. 19,
des1C~ not . to be depnved oj
" for both have a narrow,
questionable power," he
the tOpiC was the Panama
~rablan od. That IS . esse?property based view of
said. " He is not that brilliant
Canal. Stephen Rosenfeld of
tIally t~e probleI? ~h1Ch .will
human nature . But of course
and might not be able to
the WashlOgton Post gave
determlOe Amenca s actions
there are differences For
I h
h
d
b" .
.
. .
.
contro t e s ow own e·
two Iectures t h at d ay . F 1rst,
10 the Middle East 10 the
example Marx ignored the
th
L
. "P
Th W hing
fu
tween
e relormers an con10
anama: " e
as .
ture .
question of nationality and
servatives that is sure to
ton Perspe~~~ve he p01Ot~d
On Friday, Nov . 21 , Spain
concentrated 'on the state.
come. But his father, Don
?ut that . If t~e U . S . IS
and Portugal were discussed.
But in capitalist Nazi GerJuan, who had a falling out
lOterested 10 continued fu~re
John Lukasc of Chestnut Hill
many, Hitler didn't national·
with Franco years ago , is
use of the . canal - which
College gave a lecture on
ize key industries , he na·
an intelligent and ' liberal inof . course diS thde safest
" History of Conflict in Spain
tionalized the people."
dividual well suited for leadthl.ng .to . 0 wo~l ,b e to
and Portugal. "
Ted Szulc gave anothel
ership. Hi s influence on
reilOqUlsh It to itS n~htful
Among his many provoclecure Friday on " U .S
Spain 's future will be greater
owners.. the Panama~la~s .
ative statements, he declared
Involvement in Spain and
than expected, either as an
O,t~erwlse, t~e U.S. IS 10- that "if Lenin had not suc. Portugal". "The original in- advisor to Juan Carlos or as
v1t1ng terroCl_s~ , sabotag~ ,
ceeded in 1917 there would
tent of the revolution in
the new King of Spain . It is
and urban guenlla warfare lin
be no Communist couotires
Portugal in May 1974 was to
really too soon after Franco's
set up a European style
deat' h to see what course the
.t he Canal Zone. The on y
to d ay. A good ana IC!gy is
Issue ,th at. C ent~a I an d South
democracy . But since then
future will take."
,Amenca IS united on, from
.
reactionary governments to
socialist, is that the U,S,
should return the canal to
have problems there's always
Panama. We are living in a
someone around to help."
room of their house , and ,the
Some students come down
rules of 1903 no longer
without any intention to
apply, "
study Edwards said . " It's
In his second lec'ture,
open for study and we prefer
"Possible Future Vietnams",
not to have card games, It's
Rosenfeld ~aid, " The biggest
gon:
good so far :
lesson the U.S, learned from
Vietnam is not to back a
Bob Grbac and Dan Morloser. The politicization of the
ton said, 'we just come down
American foreign policy proto play cards and eat. " But
cess brings in the success
they don't go up to the snack
question, And uncertainty
bar
"because it's
too
crowded up (.. ere . "
produces reserve from the
Food isn't sold in' the cafgovernment. In the future,
eteria until 11 am but the
the State Department will be
much more hesitant to sugsnack bar is open, so stugest bringing in the Madems can still get something
rines,' ,
to eat if they wish. Pam
On 'thursday, Nov, 20,
Schmidt said that she prefen
" Israel and Its Neighbors"
the cafeteria "because I can
was the subject of discussion. ,
drink soda and eat while I'm
studying. "
First, Arab-Israeli films from
National Education Television
Mark Wanderlich said,
WHERE'S THE FOOD ?: These UMSL students fi'nd the
" You can hop upstairs if you
were shown for nearly four ,
cafeteria a good place before classes, [Photo by Jeane Vogel]
want to get something to '
hours.
Kathy 0 'Brien
. _ .
open with dlCty tables."
, eat."
Then there was a student
Now that it's been open for
presentation on "Morality in
Everybody has their own '
Foreign Policy'.', During the
special reason for choosing
, There is a place on campus at least a year , he said, "It's
the library for studying .
following discussion , several
available for studying in the been pretty successful, so it
Tom Kluehempers sai d ,
Jewish students defended the
morning. that can be de- will continue as long as
there's more study and that
"It's not as h ot as the
Israelin position in the ,scribed as half way between
Middle East, citing the Arabs
the snack bar and the library. sort of thing and not as much
library. "
goofing around ,"
for refusing to compromise
Although a lot of students
"It's quiet to an extent and
However , man y studen t s
and stating that the Balfour
aren't aware of it, the cafthere's not as much traffic as
agree that being able to talk
Declaration by the British
eteria is open at 9 am for
in the library, " Greg Gatzer
is a definite advantage to
guaranteed the Jews a
students to study. Pam
said , " I like to come down
studying in the cafeteria .
homeland.
Schmidt, one UMSL student,
here and meditate and it's
Rick Barnes , and Marcia
Others disagreed and acsaid, "It's a lot quieter than
better than the noisy snack
Sperry said , "We like to
cused Israel of aggression,
the snack bar, but not as
bar. "
talk when we study. In the
and claimed that Israel was
quiet as the library,,"
So, the best place to go if
library if you talk everyone one isn' t - sure whether one
not a democratic state, since
Bill Edwards, director of
looks at you ."
one fifth of the Israeli popthe University Center, said
will study, talk, eat or just sit
Sharon uuncan , " If you
ulation is Arab, but hold only
that last year he was apand think would be the
three seats in the Knesset,
proached by Central Council
cafeteria.
the Israeli parliament. '
with the idea to open the
cafeteria for studying . He
Ted Szulc, formerly with
was a little skeptical at first
the New York Times and a
' but decided to give it a try ,
frequent contributor to the
nation and the New Republic,
He said. "We w~r~ . :lfr~id
people would use It tor
gave a lecture entitled, "U,S.
nvolvement in the Middle , loung ing and then we would

Cafeteria open for study usage

A GOOD DEAL AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
EVERYTHING FOR THE
.AMATEUR - PROFESSI ONAl'
COMMERC IAL
, PHOTOGR APH ER

REAL EsTATE?
Are you ready to enter the
business world part ti me or full
time?

\/Vhy not become a
' professional in the most basic '
.industry of all?
Call us now to discUSS what a j

I

PHOT,O EQUIPMENT & S:.rPPL ~ES ~ r,ADES
\RENi ALS • PHv' " FI"'I~HING
SERVIC!: ' " ~:J~~

I

I cao:.... in real estate is ali about'l

',.

726:"6151
11 N. MERAMEC

ClAn ON, MISSOURI

AUTHORIZED DEALER
• lEIC",
.., HASSELBLAD
• Nl lCON
. '·< ANON
• O LYM PUS • HON EYWELL
HOUItS ' ..5:30 DAI LY

"'IDAYS TI L .:00

Evans Lane and Hern Avenue
All brick, 2 bedrooms, 1V2 baths,
and recreation room,
swimming pool and so much more
- from only $175.
See resident manager,
Mr. & Mrs. Don StarK
,
Phone 524-0719.
Go Natural Bridge to North
Hanley, right to Evans 'Lane, right
one block.
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Courses oHering credit enter the homel
Sue Schweitzer
Earning college credits and
working -towards a degree no
longer has to be a full-time,
all-day occupation.

. particular, there are those
who are confined to their
homes because of illness or
age (and those who have
children to care for), or
whose work schedules don't
permit them to attend school
on a full-time basis ."
He continued , " What's
more , there are some people
who are uncertain about
whether they want to start or
return to college, the OU
courses allow them to test
the water before making the
plunge. That is, they are able
to minimize the uncertainty
they may feel in entering a
class of "regular" students

therefore possible for a person to satisfy all Of his or her
edu cation requirements in
manner, by passing both the
Humanities and the Physics
courses .

'~You don't have the presence of a

teacher to ~emind you about paper
deadlines and reading assignments."
Since September, UMSL
has been offering a new way
of pursuing one's education
beyond the high school - a
way that doesn't involve
spending four consecutive
years of frenzied note-taking,
eye-straining and handcramping while one tries to
jostle heavy reading assignments .
The new program is called
Open University . Students
take only one or two courses
at a time - part-time . This
method might take a little
longer, but the slower pace
may well be a greater advantage to many of those
who are unable, or unwilling
to travel to and from school
five days a week.
The program for the 19751976 calendar year consists of '
two courses or areas of study
- one in Humanities and
one in Physics. Each of these
are divided into three sessions fo varying lengths, with
time OUt in-between for vacations.
Instruction is provided by
means of half-hour taped
telecasts and radio presen·tations aired by KETC
(Channel 9) TV and KWMUFM radio. As an extra OPtion
there are weekly hour-long
discussion periods at three
'Learning centers" in the
metropolitan area.
A student who completes
all three sessions of a course
will be entitled ' to 16 regular
college credit hours . It is

matt er. The HumanitIes
course tries to give history
and background for all of the
arts, and does not attempt to
study each of them intensively.
This terms ' 'Open University program 'has received
very few n'e gative comments
from its students with the
exception of problems hearing and understanding the
British accent of the instructors . Most students did ,
however admit that studying
at home on their own is much
more difficult than attending
classes two or three times a
week.
Student Linda Greer , a
housewife who is enrolled in
both the Humanities and
Physics courses said ; "You
don't have the presence of a
teacher to remind you about
p aper deadlines and reading
assignments . " Yet she would
"rather listen to a 1V broadcast than to an hour lecture. n
. Munson viewed this lack of
face-to-face contact between
is $24 per credit hour. Only . student arid teacher as th e
three hours are accrued on program' s chief liability.
completion of either course.
At any rate , Open UniverIn contrast, Open University is still in its early stages
sity trimesters are worth 5. and no formal evaluation of
credits for the first two, and
its success or failure has yet
6 for the third. F.e es , based
been made . When it is ,

of time on 'the individual'
artists . ' ,
The Open University is
much like the University of
Mid-America Program. Both
use television and make available to students a
"Learning Center" at which
they can discuss any course
related questions with a professor in that area. The
differences arise when discussing amount of credits
earned and fees.
UMA this fall offered
"Acounting I" and "Intro·
ductory Psychology" at $31
per semester hour, or $93 per
N~
course. Non-credit enroiiment

The Open University concept started in Britain during
the sixties. Several American
universities, including UMSL,
Rutgers, and the University
of Maryland, have borrowed
from the English the idea of
using radio and television to
reach students in their
homes. The recordings used
by UMSL, in fact, are made
by British professors, whose
vocabulary is sprinkled with
British slang and colloquialisms. This seems to pose
somewhat of a problem to a
by first trying out things on
few of the students who have
their own."
difficulty understanding a
In addition to the radio and
" foreign" accent, although TV lectures ,' students are also
most of them look on with expected to fulfill assignamusement when the inments in their ' class workstructor calls a "Checkmark"
books, which are designed to
a "ti~k ."
follow material covered in the
The Open University is lectures. In the Humanities
especially valuable to stu- course students are reading
dents who are disabled, or Kafkas "Metamorphosis " is
for some other reason unable addition to two history texts .
to negotiate the rolling hills Occasionally they are given
and steep stairways of the papers to write on topics like
UMSL campus. Two of the the distinction between "fine
enrollees are over seventy, , art" and . ' uscf... I art. " 1:,; v i
and one . has bt;en in a is not the Coke bottle a
on the same $3 1. per credit
wheelchair for the last two
perfect blend of the tWo?
hour, amount to a total of $96
years , so for them , learning
Student Myra Aber nathy
per
course; $155 for the first
at home is ideal. Professor
emphasized that the Humantwo
sessions
and $186 for the
Ralph Munson, Humanities,
ities course does not study
.
.
third
.
A
student
can elect to
had more to say on this .
one isolated subject at a
register
for
only
one of two
"There is a definite need
time . "Each discipline (i.e.
for a . program of the kind
vrfour
sessions
if he so
art, music, literature) has
WIshes
.
offered by the Open Universomething of the others in it
Due to the comprehensive
sity project. A great number
and a great deal of
natlire
of the course, the
of people are unable to
history. Learning how to eOpen
University
offerings are
attend regular classes and
valuate and appreciate the
general and broad in . their
yet very much wish to have
works talked about is more
approach to their subject
the benefits of education . In
import;iOt than spending a lot
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • ___

__

"A great number of people are·
unable to attend regular classes
and yet very much wish to have
the benefits of education."

"There is definite need for a
program of the kind offered
by the Open University project."
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decisions regarding-its fu ture
will have to .made by the ·
UMSL administration. Says
Munson , "However the evaluation turns out, I do think
that the University -ought to
make a genuine effort to
provide high-quality academic programs to reach
those unable to attend regular courses at UMSL. "
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Pekin ducks safe from wandering dogs
Joe Williams
One of the attractive fea(pres of the UMSL campus is
Bugg Lake. Many students
wander the shore of the lake
visiting with the colorful
:lucks that inhabit it. The
upcoming Witlter '75 seme
ster will probably show no
decrease in visitors to the
lake, however, there has already been a decrease in the
duck population.
The approaching winter
weather would normally be
impending doom to one species that inhabit the lake, 'the
White Pekin duck. White
Pekin ducks, which weigh
about eight pounds, are the
most common commercially
raised ducks in the U. S.
Unfortunately, their poor flying abilities render them
vulnerable to dogs from the
surrounding
COmmUOlt1eS
when Bugg Lake freezes.
One former Bio-Lab student remembers' being assigned to observe several of
the White Pekin ducks over a
period of winter weeks. The
student was instructed to
submit the empirical clata
obtained at the last class
meeting. Mtet two weeks of
observations on the frozen
lake, the ducks being studied

HEADLESS DUCK: The Mallard ducks, and one lone goose now inhabit Bugg Lake,
without the white pekins. [Photo by Andy Chandler]
mysteriously disappeared,
one by one. They were destroyed by wandering dogs.
The Biology department
has made every effort to
protect and preserve the endanger~d ducks. A large
mechanical devise designed
to prevent the lake from
freezing was installed. It
proved to be very expensive
and. difficult to operate. The
eqUlpment was also constantly being vandalized by
persons unknown. These
negative factors necessitated

abandoning 'the anti-freezing
project. The only other workable alternative was to remove the endangered ducks
from the lake. They have
been removed and placed in
a larger and safer environment.
"The 14 White Pekin
ducks have been moved to a
large 20 to 40 acre lake here
in Missouri. The people in
the area are active in the
conservatien movement and
. there are no dogs to harrass
them." Martis Sage, chair·

ving community

KWMU's stu
The student staff of the
KWMU - commonly known
as Midnight til Morning played host to the Chancellor
of UMSL, Arnold B. Grohman, over the weekend on
their programming. In a live
interview over the air waves
of KWMU, 90.7 FM. Grobman spoke candidly about
current affairs of the University system. Student staff
general manager Terry Cavin
and Program Manager Harry
Steen conductd the interview
with the recently appointed
Chancellor.
The Chancellor spoke of
the Marillac I"ropositiQn.
Grohman says dtat the acquisition of the near-\ly
campus would boeseiit the
University of Missouri,
serving as a learni g center
for optometry MUdents, as
well as h«>u~ studenu
wishing to 6oard. Gf-obman
also says that classroom
space is needed. He says that
the campus bviMings on
the MariHa.c c~us would
facilitate the need for that
much needed space. Presently, the measure is pending
in the Missouri legcisolature.
The items will be discussed
when the 197~ General Assembly convenes for thetr
fIrst session] anuat)' 7.
The studeDts repert that
they are now ~ing more
involved with ' tlle Oftlnaunity,
performin~ Olore public Service announcements, as well
as conducting more interviews in the puhlic's interest.
Manager Cavin says the
student staff is continuously
working harder under the
direction of Phill Rock, their
newly appointed Faculty advisor and former employee of
KMOX television and KPLR.

person of the biology department said.
Sage could not disclose the
exact location of the ducks
new home. Sage feels that
the new location is much
better for them. The baby
ducklings born late this Fall
have also been moved to a
safer place. They have been
placed on a nearby chicken
farm and are being raised in
comfortable incubators.
"Everyone was in agreement and seem to be happy
with the new arrangements."
Sage said.

Domestic ducks, including
White Pekin, all developed
originally from wild mallard
ducks. UMSL's wild mallards
will not be moved and will be
fed as necessary to encourage them to stay. They have
the abiltiy to fly and can
avoid threatening dogs. The
possibility of obtaining other
species of wild ducks is being
investigated.
"Every year people give us
ducks and this occurs quite
often. Many people seem to
think of us when they wish to
give a duck away." Sage
said.
There is a large white
goose living in Bugg Lake
and should not be mistaken
for a White Pekin. Like the
mallards he i:; capable of
protecting himself from the
dog threat. The overcrowded
conditions and extinction
threat which existed for the
ducks have been eliminated
in a very humane way by the
Biology Department.
. Unlike
the helplessly
trapped wild duck in Henrik
. Ibsen's play, "The Wild
Duck", they now have a
chance to grow. We may
never see the ducks that
were removed again, but
there is some consolation in
knowing they are safe and
free to live in a much better
environment.

Harry Stee~·., thr ee 'f~a~
me1l10er of the student staff
says the single greatest achievement of the staff to
date is their being able to
broadcast Rivermen Basketball over the airwaves of
KWMU. The games are
taped, then played back
when the students take over
at midnight. Stee~ says he
hopes in the near future, that
the student staff will be able
t~ call the games live, on the
alt.
Head coach of Rivermen
Basketball, Chuck Smith is
reportedly very pleased with
the play-by play announcing.
The Rivermen could use the
boost and publicity, as well
as the positive results which
the student staff could produce for the public by calling '
the games. The 'general
manager of radio station
WGNU, on the east side.
stated la~t year to reporters
that his station drew a lis-

tening audience -of 400,000
during the times when
WGNU broadcasted the
Rivermen basketball games.
Chuck Norman says he thinks
it would be a great boost for
the Rivermen and create
more competition between
other St. Louis teams.
The student staff, now
personed by 25 students, has
made many improvements in
the past few weeks under
Cavin and Rock. The staff
now presents hourly features,
news, and music, as well as
personal interviews all in an
effort to serve the public'.
The students reportedly
received many compliments
from new listeners on a series which was produced and
written by Franle Noto, the
staff's news director, and
Mark McDunnough, one of
the staff s 11 news reporters
and announcers. The series
traced the events which lead
up to the assassination of

ANTED
Students to work

part:time at UMSL
laformatioD Desk.
Applications accepted'
in r
267
University
Center
.
until Dec. ]0.
r or details call:
.

4.53-529]

] ohn Fitzgerald Kennedy.
Frank Noto and McDunnough
extensively researched their
fIndings and put them together in an accurate and
interesting two hour radio
production.
Steen says the student
staff has many more specials
planned for the next two
months. He declined comment, but says he thinks the
student staff of KWMU, on
the UMSL campus, has fI-

nally made a name for itself.
Steen also noted that the
student
staff
recently
received an award from the
American Cancer Society and
another from ·the U.S . Army
for their contribution to public service. This week-end,
Steen and Terry Cavin will
produce another special, this
time, they'll interview two
alchoholics, and discuss the '
rising problem of alcoholism
in teh United States.

i'

Ho_e .1 New Yerk
d

Chic ••• at,. •• pizza
~ow s.erving our delicious deep pan pizza. We have been
tmprovtng our deep pan pizza (six trips to ChicalO) and now we
are ready to present it to you for one-half price with thls coupon.

.........................................
-

DEEr PAN PIZZA Coupon

1/2

•
Ie

GOOD UNTIL JANUARY 197()
Monday through Thursday only .

.........................................

'Pen !Jjghtlyi.;u 3
276n. slinker
863-2120
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Enthusiasts getting in the hang of things
Bill McMullen
Hang gliding is the craze
of the day . When people hear
that they can take a relatively
cheap course in the sport
they jump at the chance, and
what goes up ...
If that sounds pessimistic,
it shouldn't discourage the
beginner as with all new
endeavors there is a certain
amount
of groundwork
demanded.
Asking a beginner within a
a week of their first flight, is
not an advisable way to learn
about hang gliding. They can
only show you colorful
bruises, and describe the
terrible climb up a sandy hill
to the launch site and the
taste of a mouthful of sand.
The latter is a result of a
simple, almost natural process. First, take one body,
tired from scaling an ever
shifting mound of sand.
(Running up and down an
escalator is child's play by
comparison, if not more
sane.) Then strap the body to
"the wing". Now, run it
down the slope and see it
take to the air. At that very

mstant the bo~y re~cts with
fear and surpnse, Jolted by
h
k b
h
y.t e
t e e~se, struc
beauty
· ttf ceases all functlons.
h .
In t h IS rozen state, t e ·Jaw
d rops open at t h e same tlme
the wing drops into its natural course - forward and
down. The nose of the wing
and the mouth of the body
simultaneously close in for a
sandy landing.
This is just one of the good
reasons for careful pre-flight
planning, if not the least
dangerous. According to Bill
Cordes, a local instructor and
undaunted enthusiast of the
sport, it is "absolutely necessary to be aware that you
are piloting an aircraft." The
same principles used for the
wing have been used since
they were experimented with
prior to the W rig-ht brothers
use of power to propel
tltght. Although the wind has
been harness by man for
centunes, 1t IS stlll necessary
to respect its power.
The most popular wing,
the Rogallo was patented in
1948 by Francis Rogallo, a
national Aeronautics and
Space Administration engineer. His plan was to con-

I

Join
fhBfhird
.bigIBst
family

?

struct a craft that .woul hold
shape by the wtnd Itself.
h did
h ki
~ at .eve ope was t e
telike wmg now termed. the
Rogallo.

t~en from building gliders in
hiS home that newcomers
.
need a. certam amount of
preparatlon before they touch
a kite. Even with
the prior
,
.

GONE WITH THE WIND: A student prepares his Rogalla glider for take off.
Bill Cordes calls the Rogallo "a virtually perfect aircraft. It is perfectly stable, ii
has not tilt and will automatically assume a good
flight path . " Bill should
know, he lives with several of
them.
Bill, the enthusiast-turnedinstructor lives in his hometurned-factory-turned-school
filled with aids for his Thursday night classes in gliding.
Rill requires each of his
students to complete the
night school before allowing
them to attempt flight. He
has learned from his own experience in ftyin~ gliders and

instruction, grasping a kite _
tends to blank out otherwise
common thought processes.
The course includes instruction on basic assembley
of the wing, handling on the
ground and in the air, as well
as a smattering of engineering, design, meteorology
and history. Bill uses a slideprojector, blackboard, paper
airplanes, arid even a scale
model to illustrate the finer
points of flight. The not so
fine points are related with
disconcerting relish and impish grin.
His house-turned-school IS
sparsely furnished, most of

SIlI~IS ~~

infhB

SlUff

I -slihts,. W()fi2slihts, SWf?()tslihts

world.

()f1c1 t()tf? l:>et~S ()f1 §etlf? ~
(1iIlclff?f1 t() Aclult slZf?s

X-tfet letf~f? ;

()l'f?f 11(1 tfetflSff?fS ()vetlletl:>lf?
I fetflSff?fS Illetclf? tf) ()fclf?f.
Imagine an order of 22,000 priests and brothers in 73
countries around the World . (That's a pretty big family.)
But that's what the Salesians of SI. John Bosco are all
about - a large family of community-minded men dedicated
to the service of youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
. success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brought youth back from the streets - and
back to God.
.
He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family spirit.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on ill boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians. This is the way he wanted il. This is the way it is.
The Salesian experience isn't learned - it's lived.

..........................•....•...............................
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BOSCO .

1

Filors Lane, We;t Haverstraw, N.Y. 10993
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~he space used for shelfing of
ItS s p r
. The
u pies, texts, etc.
walls are coated with hangglt'dt'n g p osters, ca I en d ars
and dl' a g r ams. If'1t were pos-

Regular hours
will resume

on Jan.3

sible to make furniture out of
old kites Bill would probably
do it.
Bill's course, usually
Thursday night, Saturday and
Sunday, allows for the instruction and two days of
flying. The flying site is a 60
foot sa.nd ~ill in Leadwood
#

•

Mo. The sind mountain is in
actuality, wastes from local
abandoned lead refineries .
For 'the ftrst several flights,
the neophyte starts out very
low on the slope and tries to
master the take off.
The take off and the landing are the most important
parts of the flight, to most
life loving people, and in
trying to master the art of
one the other is quickly acquired.
Coordination IS important
in the take off. The passenger is strapped to a swing
seat is tied to the approximate center of the kite, and
the passenger grasps a cross
bar directly in front pushing the bar out and raises the '
nose of the wing, pulling in
to the body, lowers the wing.
Done properly, the take off
is a simple execution. The
wing is held neutral to the
wind and the pilot, strapped
into the seat and helmeted
runs into the wind. When he
has enough speed, the pilot
pushes out the bar, raising th
nose and himself by the
swing seat. This move is
termed the stall and is all
that will happen unless the
nose is brought back down to
its proper "diving, gliding"
level. Here of course is
where the coordination comes
in. Too much stall, drops you '
very close to where you took
off, only in a back~ards
direction . Too much dive,
and the nose of the:: wing very
abruptly imbeds itself into '
the sand. Just about the
same time one acquires the
skill to take off, they are
quickly acquainted with all
the ways not to land.
Most beginners have some
success in flying on the ftrst
day, and on the second day
in-flight
control
are
sharpened. No one is yet
prepared to leap off a cliff,
but everyone in the class
fmds themselves progressing
further up the hill with each
success.
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Complete Selections

EVERY CATEGORY

OF MUSIC!

Monday thru Thursday, 10 a.m. - 12 midnight
Friday and Saturday, 10 a.m.

1 a.m.
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AROUN'O UMSL
Dec. 4·

I~

1:30 pm and later, at 7:30 pm '
in room 75, J. c. Penney
Building.

CONCERT: The ufllvrsltyChorus and Missouri Singers
will perform w'i th the St'. Louis Symphqny Orchestra at
, 8:30 pm at Powell hall. The'
performance is titled, "A
Child of Our Time."
I

Tuesday
Intensive study day.

MEETING: The UMSL
Women's Group will hold a
meeting at 11:30 in room 58,
University Center.

Friday
FIL "1: The Department of
Modern Foreign Languages
will present the classic film
"Les Jeux Sont Faits", (The
Die is Cast), an adaptation of
Jean Paul Sanre's novel in
French with English subtitles . The film will be shown
from 12:40 until 2:40 and
from 8:00 until 10 pm. No
admission charge.
SWIMMING: UMSL vs.
Westminster College in Fulton Missouri at 2 pm.

BASKETBALL: UMSL vs .
.Western Illinois university at
UM~L at 8 pm.

FILM: "For Pete's Sake"
will 'be shown at 8 pm in
room 101 Stadler Hall. Admission is $.75 with an
UMSL ID. Advance tickets
for the weekend movies many
be purchased at the University Information Desk.

Wednesday
COFFEEHOUSE: Central
Council will sponsor a . free
coffeehouse from 9:30 until
~2:30 am in the University
Center Lounge. Refreshments
and entertainment will be
providEd free of charge. Student ID's are necessary and
one guest per student is
.allowed.

Saturday
WRESTLING: UMSL will
participate in the All Missouri Wrestling Tournament
at Forest Park Community
College. The tournament begins at 10 am.
MEETING: Respect for
I-l,uman' Rights Conference at

Missouri Church of Scientology 3730 Lindell Blvd. 7
pm.

FILM: "For Pete's Sake"
will be shown at 8 pm in
room 101 Stadler HalL Admission is $.75 with an
UMSL ID. Advance tickets
may be purchased at the
University Center Information
Desk.
CONCERT: The University
Chorus and Missouri Singers
will perform with the St.
Louis Symphony Orchestra at
8:30 pm at Powell Hall. The
concert is titled, "A Child of
Out Time."

SHOW:

CONCERT: The UMSL
Jazz Ensemble will give a
concert at 3 pm in the J.e.
Penney Auditorium.

Monday
BASKETBAll: UMSL vs.
the University of Nebraska in
Omaha, Nebraska.
MEETING: The Students
International Meditation Society will hold a meeting on
Transcendental Meditation at

The

Final schedule-Fall 1 9 7 5 - - - - Final examinations for the 1975 Fall Semester will be administered
Thursday, 11 December, through Friday, 19 December 1975.
Courses which are offered for five hours of credit, for which three
hour exams are preferred, may have tests at either, or both, of the
two-hour periods assigned in the schedule.
Day DiviSions: Arts & Sciences, Business and Education
Following is the schedule for group exams . Announcements
regarding the roorns in which the tests are to be given should be made
by the instructors during classes. Students who have more than one
examination scheduled during the same time period should consult
with their instructors as soon as possible.
Course

Biology 1 (all sections)
. Economics 50 (all sections)
Business 104 (all sections)
English 10 (all sections)
'~man 1, 2, 101 (all sections)
Spanish 1, 2, 101 (all sections)
Economics 51 (all sections)
Mathematics 02, 30, 40, 50, 80
101, 102, 151, 175, 201
sections) .
French 1, 2 (all sections)
Italian 1 (all sections)
Russian 1, 2 (all sectiOns)

Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec .
Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec.
Fri., 12 Dec.
Fri., 12 Dec.
Frl., 12 Dec.

7:45-9:45 am
10:00-12:00 pm
12:3(}.2:30 pm
2:45-4:45 pm
7:45-9:45 am
7:45-9:45 am
12:30-2:30 pm

(all
Frl., 12 Dec.

2:45-5:45 pm

Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
-Monday, 15 Dec

7:45-9:45 am
7:45-9:45 am
7:45-9:45 am

Examinations for oourses not specifically indicated above are
' scheduled as follows. Unless otherwise announced by the instructors,
these tests will be given in the classrooms utilized throughout the
semester.

Time

Class Period

Date

8:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
10:40 M, MoN, MF,MWF, D
1:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
3:15 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
3:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
4:00 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D

Fri., 12 Dec.
Mon., 15 bee.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.

10:00-ooon
12:30-2:30 pm
2:45-4:45 pm
2:45-4:45 pm
2:45-4:45 pm
2:45-4:45 pm

8:4OTTH
9:40 TTH
9:15-10:30 TTH
1:4OTTH
1:45-3:00 TTH
2:4OTTH

Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues. ,
Tues.,
Tues.,

16 Dec.
16 Dec.
16 Dec.
16 Dec.
16 Dec.
16 Dec.

7:45-9:45 am
10:00-noon
10:00-ooon
12:30-2:30 pm
12:30-2:30 pm
2:45-4:45 pm

9:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
10:40 TTH
10:45-12:00 TTH
12:40 M, MW, MF, MoNF, D
1:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D

WOO., 17 Dec
WOO., 17 Dec.
WOO. 17 Dec.
WOO., 17 Dec.
Wed., 17 Dec.

7:45-9:45 am
10:00-noon
10:00-noon
12:30-2:30 pm
2:45-4:45 pm

7:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
11:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
3:.15 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
3:40 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
4:00 M, MoN, MF, MoNF, D
3:15-4:30 TTH
3:4OTTH
4:00TTH

Thur.,
Thur.,
Thur.,
Thur.,
Thur.,
Thur.,
Thur.,
Thur.,

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7:45-9:45 am
10:00-ooon
12:30-2:30 pm
12:30-2:30 pm
12:30-2:30 pm
2:45-4:45 pm
2:45-4:45 pm
2:45-4:45 pm

7:40 TTH
7:45-9:00 TTH
11:4OTTH

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Fri., 19 Dec.
Fri., 19 Dec.
Fri., 19 Dec.

Intensive study day.

SWIMMING: UMSL vs.
Washington University and
St. Louis University at
Washington U. at 4 pm.

Thursday
Final exams begin.

Last day of classes . .

Sun.d ay
PUPPET

UMSL Faculty Women will
sponsor a puppet show at
2:30 pm in the University
Center Lounge.

7:45-9:45 am
7:45-9:45 am
10:00-ooon

LECTURE: The Students
International Meditation Society will hold lectures on
Transcendenatal Meditat10n
at 1:30 pm and 7:30 pm in
room 75, J.e. Penney Auditorium.

1~: 4O TT~

F:., 19 Dec.
Fri., 19 Dec.

12:15-1:30 TTH

a

f409 W. PIne
1260 Locust I
: 533-7460
Room 310 .
231-0650, .
: ~'115 S.GJ'&Dd
865-1850

I

Final exams for Saturday oourses Will be given Saturday, 13 December.
Evening College and Graduate School
Date
Class Period

Time

5:20-6:35 TTH
5:20-7:25 TTH
5:20-6:00 TTH
5:20-6:00 TH, TTH
6:20-6:00 TTH
6:45-8:00 TTH
6:45-8:25 TTH
6:45-8:25 TTH
6:45-9:25 T
5:20-6:00 T
' 5:20-6:35 MoN
5:20-7:25 MoN
5:20-6:00W
6:20-6:00 MoN
6:45-8:00 MoN
6:45-8:25 MoN
6:45-8:50 MoN

Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec
Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Dec.
Thur., 11 Qec.
Thur., 11 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.
Mon., 15 Dec.

5:30-7:30 pm
5:30-7:30 pm
5:30-7:30 pm
5:30-7:30 pm
7 :45-9:45 pm
7:45-9:45
7:45-9:45 pm
7:45-9:45 pm
7:45-9:45 pm
7:45-9:45 pm
5:30-7:30 pm
5:30-7:30 pm
5:30-7:30 pm
5:30-7:30 pm
7:45-9:45 pm
7:45-9:45 pm III
7:45-9:45 pm .

5:20-6:00 M
8:1(}'9:25 TTH
8:1(}'9:50 TTH
6:45-9:25 TH

Mon., 15 Dec.
Tues., 16 Dec.
Tues., 16 Dec.
Tues., 16 Dec.

7:45-9:45 pm
6:30-8:30 pm
6:30-8:30 pm
6:30-8:30 pm

6:45-9:25 W
8:10-9:25 MoN
8:1(}'9:35 MoNF
8:1(}'9:50 MoN

Wed., 17 Dec.
Wed., 17 Dec.
WOO., 17 Dec.
WOO., 17 Dec.

6:30-8:30 pm
6:30-8:30 pm
. 6:m:30pm
6:30-8:30 pm

Monday and Tuesday 22 and 23 of December are emergency
examination days - make up for snow, if necessary.
I

. ~eed contraceptive?
Need a pregnancy test?

12:30-2:30 pm
12:30-2:30 pm
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The second generation is here.
Hewlett-Packards newest calculators
make uncompromising Christnias gifts.
Especially when you're on the receiving end.
One of our second generation calculators can save you
countless hours and errors en route to your diploma and
on the job thereafter. Each offers problem-solving technology you probably won't find on competitive calculators
for years to come, if ever.

New low price.
HP-21 Scientific,
$100.00:'.

The HP-2 1 makes short work of the technical calculations even so-called " non-technical" courses require today .
It performs all arithmetic, log and trig calculations automatica11y. It's also the only calculator at its price that offers
fu11 display formatting: you can choose between fixed decimal and scie ntific notat ion.
If you need a calculator that does more than simple
arithllletic, this is it--especially at its new, just-in-time-for
Ch ristmas price.

\

;

New.
HP-22 Business-Management,
$165.00*.
T he HP-22 takes the starch out of the calc ulations you
face in business courses today, in mana gement tomorrow.
You can solve most' time-va lue -of-money 'problems in seconds. Yo u can breeze through business math calculations
(logs, roots, %s, etc. ). And, mo st important, you can use
the I-IP-22 's statistical functions to build existing data into
more reliable forecast s. No other calculator at any price
offers you a comparable combination of financial, math
and stat capabilities .

.New.
HP-25 Scientific Programmable,
$195.0(t.
Our I-IP-25 does everything our HP-21 can d6-and
much, much more. It's programmable, which means it can
solve automatica11y the countless repetitive problems every
sCience and engineering student faces. With an HP-25,
you enter the keystrokes necessary to solve a repetitive
;... pro~l~m only once. Tbereafte~ yau just enter the variables
anct press the Run/Stop key tor an almost instant answer
accurate to 10 digits . You gain time, precision, A~xibility.
AN three offer you HP's efficient RPN lO gic system that ·
cuts keystrokes and scratch pads. All three are easy to
use (e.g., the HP-'25 requires no prior programming
experience) .
And all three are almost certainly on di splay at your
bookstore. ** Test them . Choose yours'. Then drop a subtle
hint to someone who doesn 't know what to get you for
<;:hristmas. Such as mailing them a brochure.

t•
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·U NIVERSITY·· ~.
BOOKSTORE

HEWLETT'PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658D, 193 10 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
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,For the CURRENT, this issue marks the end of 1975. In reco.gnition of what a fantastic year it has been, the
CURRENT staff wanted to Dresent their readers with a very special Christmas gift that would lead them right
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Not to he outdone, our other resident. artist and Head Elf, - Gary -

H offman, has put together a pall;e whICh should wa~rn ~very new
student and remind every old one of the horrors awaiting them,
in Jhis more-or-Iess true account of ....
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ISwejJt Away~ sweeping success
Steve Means

the boat motor fails, and the
pair fl~at off in the strong
"Swept Away" is a story
current. Despite efforts by
of class and. its struggles. It
Gennarino, the boat motor '
is the story of the tyranny of '
remains useless, and before
the upper class, and the
long it has become dark, and
desperation of the lower
they are forced to spend the
class. It is the story of a man
night in the raft.
and a woman who possess,
For the next two days they
these class differences, only
are stranded, fmally to run
to be liberated from them in
ashore on a small island that,
the abstract setting of a
after exploration, shows to
deserted island in the Medihave no other inhabitants but
terranean Sea.
themselves.
Gennarino (Giancarlo GiIt is at this point that
annini) is a sailor, or more
Raffaella realizes that she
accurately, a deck hand on a
will need a lot more than
high class yacht that whisks
simple orders to survive on
!!he_ rich off to their every
the island, since it is obvious
that she doesn't know the
whim. He, along with some
comrades, are kept 'primarily
flist thing about survival. On
to service and handle the
the other hand, Gennarino is
boat, while serving the
a seasoned pro at facing the
wealthy folk around him. He ' harshness of life and is
is a member of the Commun- . seemingly at home in the
ist Party from southern Italy,
primitive environment. As
and has seen and experithe days go on, Raffaella
enced a good deal of poverty
finds herself in a position of
in his lifetime.
servitude to Gennarino who
literally forces her to be a
Raffaella
(Mariangela
Melato) is a blond and beauslave to his immediate detiful woman from Northern
sires, some of which seem
Italy, quite the opposite of
extremely petty. He is rough
Gennarino . She is domiwith her, kicking and slapneering and scornful of the
ping her as he sees fit. All of
sailors who serve her and her
this he justifies by the way
friends that are doing the
the rich treat the poor in
cruise.
society.
The story begins to materJust when the audience
ialize as Raffaella instructs
suspects Raffaella might
Gennarino to take her our in
crack under the harsh treata small rubber raft to meet
ment of Gennarino, she sudher friends who are out
denly realizes that she has
swimming. To her disgust,
fallen in love with him, de-

entrapment on the island,
cannot repeat the ' past. Raf·
spite the harsh treatment.
still quite ~cceptable.
faella,
despite
efforts
by
She is seemingly overA good effort.
Gennarino
to
arrange
for
a
whelmed by the punishment
Now showin2 at the
administered to her, and at fishing boat to take them
Brentwood Theater . .
one point begs hir!t to slap back, leaves in a helicopter
and beat her as he pleases. with her husband . Gen- . .- - - - - - - - - - -...
In some instances he does, narino's wife files for diQnly to later turn and make . vorce, leaving him utterly
brutal , passionate love to alone.
All in all the ftlm was quite
her.
The Fine Arts Staff of the
Current after joint deliberation, have finally compiled
their decisions for the. ten
best and worst films of the
year thus far. They stand as
follows:
~.

j

ARTS

One day a boat comes
near, she hides, hoping they
will never come and remove
her from her ideal paradise.
But to her dismay Gennarino
is furious, and orders her to
tell him of the next boat that
comes near, which occurs
again a couple of days later.
She pleads with him not to
draw the boat's attention, but
he does not listen, saying he
needs proof that her love is
real.
The boat comes and rescues them, and happens to
be another yacht, full of
Raffaella's friends who know
of her disappearance. She is
greeted upon her arrival,
where it seems that Gennarino has been told to recede
back into his original quarters with his old comrades.
Once at shore both stilI
yearn for their private little
island, only to find they

·The Best

entertaining, in some spots
slow, yet overall maiQtaining
a constant rate that didn't
leave the audience bored.
Author Lina Wertmuller
also directed the ftlm, and
• did ' an . admirable job of instilling life into the film
which very easi y could have
. gone sour. The screenplay
was a competent rendering,
but of course English subtitles throughout the film
made it difficult to evaluate
the fluidity of the dialogue .
Both main actors put in a
good performance, especially
Miss Melato in the role of
Rafaella, who managed to
gracefully slip from the transitions of class from one
section to another. It might
be noted that it seemed liked
Giannini overplayed his part
to some extent, leaving too
thin a line between his character before and after the

1. The Great Waldo Pepper
2. King of Hearts (re-release)
3. Nashville

4. Jaws
5. Hearts of the West
6. Man in the Glass Booth
7. The Wind and the Lion
8. Monty Python and the
Holy Grail
9. Three Days of the Condor
10. Swept Away

The Worst
Coonskin
Any Kung-fu movie
Return to Macon County
The Boob Tube
The Master Gunfighter
92° in the Shade
7. Walking Tall part 2
8 . Farewell My Lovely
9. Once is Not Enough
10. Bite the Bullet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rudyard Kipling, Huston and a pair of kings
The Allied Artists release,
"The Man Who Would Be
King" directed by John
Huston starring Sean Connery, Michael Caine and
Christopher Plummer will
premiere at local theatres at
Christmas time.
Sean Connery and Michael
Caine portray two soldiers of
fortune who try to set themselves up as kings. of a primitive country in the film,
based on Rudyard Kipling's
classic adventure story .
Christopher Plummer ap. pears as Kipling, and Shakira

Caine makes her screen
debut as the beautiful native
girl Roxanne.
"The Man Who Would Be
King", an Emanuel 1. Wolf
presentation, was directed by
Academy Award-winner John
Huston on location in Morocco, and was produced by
John Foreman. Other Academy Award -winners who

j..o«'

0(0
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BOGART AND GABLE? That 's who John Huston once
planned to star in "The Man Who Would Be King." Now it's
Sean Connery and Michael Caine.

EUCHARIST
Newman House
8200 Natural Bridge
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worked on the film whose
screenplay was written by
Huston and Gladys Hill , include: Maurice Jarre, Composer; Edith Head, Costume
Designer; Alexander Trauner
Production Designer ; and
Oswald Morris, Director of
Photography.

OO\l

Preparation Course
Tips on Test Taking
Math Review
Practice Test Ta~ing

,

LORETI'O·BILTON
REPERTORY THEATRE
130 Edgar Rd.. St. Louis, Mo.

10 admissions tor 510

5 plays rush

cheaper than student

Registration Fee:

$3.50 for UMSL Student
$5.00 for Others
Registration Deadline, Dec. 10, 1.975
I

Monday, December 8

8:45·, 9:45, 10:45, 11:45, 12:45.

A Midsummer Night's Dream

Desire Under the Elms
Tom Jones
A Memory of Two Mondays
Once In A Lifetime
call 968-4925

For Additional Information,
Contact Development Skill Center
Room 213 I Administration Building
or Call 453-5328
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UBingham's Missouri" gaining attention
Terry

ROLL ON BLACK WA1ER: Reproduced above is one of the
112 character studie..s by George Caleb Bingham now on
exhibition at the St. Louis Art Museum .

That's entertainment!
The first musical to be
presented at UMSL in several
years is slated to be performed Jan . 30, 31 and Feb.
1. The show will be based on
the MGM movie , "That 's
Entertainment:'
Various
numbers from film musicals
will be presented .
Auditions will be held Dec.
7 in the J:c. Penney Auditorium at 6:30 pm. Anyone
interested in working with
the program should contact
Mike Dace at 453-5328.

Singers, dancers , instrumentalists, and persons familiar
with sets, costumes, etc. are
needea.

Mike Drain
The Loretto-Hilton 's second production of the seaso n , " Desire Under the
Elms" by Eugene O'Neil,
statted out with a rather
shakey start due to the lack
of energy exhibited by the
actors in the first two acts of
the play. The problem lies
with the actors in the actors '
lack of enthusiasm toward
the play. Part of the problem
probably lies with the text of
the play itself, it does not
have the built-in dialogue of
a drama· that the play desperately needs to capture the'
plot and the theme etiectiveIy.
Directed by Davey MartinJ ones, the play had n'o focus
or pace during the first act,
and little m<w in the second
act, but in the .third act
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MO$t classes start 8 weeks
pr ior to Exam
Spring & Fall compacts
Courses in Columbia . Mo .

ST. LOUIS

7510 Delmar
St. Louis. Mo. 631 30
(314) 862-1122

• CHICAGO

1\obert Darnell pulled the
pla y out of the fire with his
performance of Ephriam
Cabot - the hard father of
three sons, Simeon, Peter,
Eben played by J oneal .
Joplin, A rthur Rosenberg and
J .c. Hoyt respectively.
The play, an American
tragedy, is about a fervently .
religious, hard man who is
hated by _his three sons
because of this hardness. The
only reason that the sons stay
on with their father is so that
they may have a part of the
farm when he dies. The sons'
prospects are dashed when .
they find out that th eir father '
has -remarried to a woman
named Abbie Putnam, played
by Margaret Winn, who
wants the farm for herself.
The p lay deals with the
values of men by judging
what they will give up for,

SUNBURST

: NAT'l MED BDS :
: NAT'l DENT BDS
. :
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M~honey

progress continues for
Bingham Sketches Incorporated's ' effort's to raise $1.8
million in cash and three-year
pledges . by June . 1976. The
statewide organization was
-established in February of
this year by Governor Christopher Bond to ensure that
the '112 ink drawings by
George Caleb Bingham offered by the Mercantile Library Association could stay
in Missouri.
The $1 . 2 million figure
mayor may not be a bargain
price . Appraisals made of the
'collection in ' recent years
have varied from as little as
$500,000 to as much as $3 .6
million.
Hilton Kramer, an art critic
for the New York. Times has
said that "the disposal of the
Bingham drawings would be
a scandal of major pro portions.
Readers might try to judge
for themselves. ' An exhibition
entitled "Bingham's Mis souri" will remain at the St.
Louis Art Museum until] an .
4, . 1976. Included are the
drawings in ,question.
Although he was born in
Virginia, Bingham's loyalties
must cerrainly have resided '
with his adopted. state. I; is
with Missou.r i he is usually
associated, for not only does

Ult •

.hk.:P'

Speaking" and "The Verdict
of the People" .
Pictures by Bingham such
as these have given the. artist
- or at least his ·style - a
certain ready familiarity to
the public . Their frequent
use as illustrations in textbooks have made Bingham
As an artist, Bingham was
one of only a few American
perhaps best known during
painters whose work is familhis lifetime for the portraits
iar to nearly everyone, puthe did . In fact., he wa~ so
ting him in the ranks of such
respected at this that he was
artists as ] ames Whistler and
once allowed to set up a
Grant Wood.
studio inside the Capitol
But to see the actual
Buildjng in Washington D.C.
paintings rather than just
This was presumably for the
reproductions is to see in
convenience of some of his
them things that otherwise:; .
more prominent clients, John
go unnoticed. In his political
Quincy Adams being one of
paintings especially Bingham
them.
has shown a talent fdr biting'
But it is for his depiction 6f
caricature . Perhaps he felt a
Missouri life in the mid-ninecompulsion to express this
teenth century that Bingh~m
talent after keeping it supis best known now. Two of
pressed during portrait· seshis favorite subjects were
sions. Or perhaps Bing!lam rural politics and flatboatwas making digs at political
men .
rivals ; both prominent and
The sketches in question
obscure Missourians are reare figure studies that were
produced 10 Bingham' s
used as the basis for some of
paintings.
these' works. Drawings by '
The qualities of caricature
Bingham are extremely - appear i!l the detai!s, in the
scarce outside of this set
mad greedy glint of a polwhich IS sometimes known at
itician's eye, or in the downthe· John How collection after·
like shadow cast by a staid
the former St. Louis may r
public official.
who contributed them in 1868
In short , one may receive
to the Mercantile Library.
in looking at Bingham 's work
Also part of the exhibition
a feeling that he was making
are some of Bingham 's fina statement about Missouri
ished paintings . Included ~re
and American life in general
his well known' " Stump
that is as accurate today as
when he painted .

Third act saves IIDesi r~ Under the Elms"

r"Th;;;"js·~·;·~

·••

much of Bingham' s beSt work
have Missouri as its subject,
but he was for a time
something of a power in state
politics . He was prominent
member of the Whig party,
and was for a time state
treasurer.
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CE~TER •

(312) 764-5151

SKY
SCBoOL

the'ir desires. It shows
seemed to be part of a
O'Neil's view that life is hard
different play altogether, it
and only the hardest survive _had all the elements that the
and realize their goals.
previous acts lacked, pace,
Th~ lighting by Peter Sarfocus, and energy; all esgent sometimes was marred
sential to any theatrical perby the roughness of a ' few
formanc.e. This was largely
transitions but set the mood
due to Robert Darnell and
of the' play well. While the
Margaret Winn's fine perlighting was faIr, the music
formances .
designed and played by Jon
It is obvious that the actors
Tickner was very well done.
and the director should get
The use of the fiddler and his
together and find out the
music helped the transitions
from scene to scene go ' reasons for the mediocrity of
the play, the proble!D is in
smoothly and effectively. The
their hands, ultimately, not
set designed by Grady Lar·
the
hands of the critic. It is
kins lacked the depth and
their
resporrsibility ,to the
feeling necessary to the play,
audience
and to the writer to
because of the lack of condo the best job that they can
trast between the furniture
do on the play .
and the 'walls, the walls and
"Desire Under- the Elms"
the roof, and the roof and the
is worth going to see, if time
sky.
.
permits. The show runs
After the mediocrity. of the
through Dec.ember 30, 197?
first two acts , the third act

G ROW YOUR OWN
Learn to Fly
now and
save-special
low winter
rate - $10
off our
already low
prices.
Just call ,
we'U give
you all
,the
information

HYDRO-GARD

c

spectacular gardening results
year round, indoors-or-out. USE
Hydro-Gard to grow food producing, and ornamental plants.
Complete details Biotron In
dustries.
To grow plants with higher
, yield, greater vitality, and faster
gr9wth .

The complete
Bio-engineered
hydroponiC
gardening kit

423-7044

Biotron Industries
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Cron:y n and Ta~cty making '-aces
Terry Mahoney
Eleanor: Suppose your first
son dies: ours did - it's
possible. Suppose you're
daughter' next; we were that too is possible. How old
is Daddy then? What kind of
spindly, ricket-ridden, milky,
simple· witted, wizened,
dim-eyed, gammy·handed,
I£mpy I£ne of things will you
beget?
Henry : It's sweet of you to
care.
The Lion in Win"ter
by James Goldman
They cared.
So too - apparentiy - did
Hume Cronyn and Jessica
Tandy . They appeared at
J .€. Penney Auditorium on
Sunday, November 16 even
though Tandy seemed to be
suffering froIl). a cold.
It didn ' t hamper their performance though. There were
a few slurred syllables, and
an occasional cough but the
talent of Cronyn and Tandy
would be sufficient to draw
an audience away from far

more distraction than that.
Of course their material
did help some. they ?ppeared
in a vehicle entitled "The
Many Faces of Love", a
concert reading which drew
from works of many sorts.
A number of defmitions . of
love were read throughout
the program. The first given
was by Fyodor Dostoevsky:
"Love will teach us all
thhings," it began, "but we
must first learn to earn
love."
With charm and grace,
and with the excellent
diction of people· who spit an
incredible lot, the tWo performers went on for 'the
ensuing two hours portraying
some of those who had
earned love and telling what
they had gotten for their
effort.'
In Thomas Wolfe's "Time
and the River" Eugene Gant
got a watch -from his brother.
He also got the advice that a
watch well kept would keep
time for a good long while.
And he got a fervent wish
from his brother that he'd

"learn to keep time better
than mother has, or the old
man has .. . " -pr than he
himself had:
Besides the love of 'b'rothers . Cronyn and. Tandy,·
reciting seperately for the
most part but also doing
some duet acting/ ' ' gave·
glimpses of many other kinds
of love.
They portrayed the love a
man for a cat that's been
dead many years, and for a
daughter and ? wife that he
doesn't know what to
say to , from Edward Albees '
"A Delicate Balance" . They
portrayed the love of a husband and wife when she
wakes him at 5 am ' and tells
him that she wants to "bake
sugar cake for you to ta~e for
all . the boys to see" from
James Thurber's "Tea for
One". And they portrayed
the love of Henry II and
Eleanor of Aquitane - he
lets her out of prison every
Christmas.
The major concentration
was not really on husbands
and wives however, "Many

Mason among p otted palms·
Mark Niehause
On Friday night, Nov. 28,
the illustrious Dave Mason
and his band made and
appearance at Kiel Audi torium , resulting in a pleasant evening of music and
song, that might have been
reduced to a disaster. First of
all, Maso n ' s a ccompa n yi ng
act was Peter Frampton and
the band Ace . Both cancelled .
a day before the concert' from
what was termed a " personal
emergency. " This left a gaping hole where two . acts
were to be performed .
Yet , t h ro ugh some las t
mome n t arrange ments , a
band known as Diamond J im
came ou t to hold off an
anxious crowd - and did a
reasonably good job of it,
too. Later, as if the enti.ce
concert was unavoidably destined to doom , the snow fell ,
and the concert was cancelled . However, it was later
resc h e dul e d t o two da ys
later.
Finall y . through all the
.pro blems that h a d c,? me
about, Diamond Jim walked
out on the stage and played
an hours worth of rock, utilizing a violin and steel guitar
for a country flavor.
Then, just as it seemed
that the crowd was reaching
an unnerving restlessness,

If You Liked Ace Trucking You'll Love:
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. 'Subtly and superbly funny"

New York Times '
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During hours of fv10nday Night Football game, special prices for
men.

V2
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tone changed as Mason and
his band concentrated on the
more established Mason
sound such as: All Along the
Watchtower, and Show Me
Some Affection.
Later,
Mason's expertise was clearly demonstrated as he played
a 12 string on If You Ever
Change Your Mind . The
crowds called for two encores, to finish off the concert. Watch out for falling
coconuts , Dave.
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Dave Mason was brought on
after routine stage redressing . He came · out in a
hooded sweatshirt, among a
stage of potted palms, and
huge jungle graphics. The
band consisted of another
lead guitar , aside from
Mason ' s, a bass, organist,
and of course a drummer.
Mason ' s main musical
course was his newest album ,
"Split Coconut." He played
several songs off it, including
the hit of the same name . As .
the evening went on, the'

SAT.

•••••••••
1 pm while

It

lastS!

McKibbon and Natural Bridge
McKibbon]

Faces" title was well chosen
the focus of the program
shifted entirely too busily fo{
one to say that any single
theme of ' topic was concentrated on except just love
itself.
They told of the love two
men had for a statue. One
was the sculptor. The other
was an untutored art lover.
Neither man ever really gets
to know the other. Neither
ever really can. But both love
the statue dearly and only
through the statue ' can either
touch the other.
Cronyn and Tandy exposed
and described an incredible
variety of passions in their
warm dignified manner. They
. did not however, live up to
the pro~ises of the accompaning program.
A number of the writers
that had been advertised as
being among those featured
were not referred to - or at
least from what we can tell.

If Richard Llewellyn, Colette,
or A.E . Houseman were ever
quoted, we just qon't re member it. They might have
been dropped, possibly be·
cause of Tandy's ill health.
But we think it more likely
that Cronyn and Tandy had
least two series of readings
to work from, possibly in the
attempt to keep their perfor.
mances as fressh as possible.
From whatever cause, they
certainly succeeded in doing
that.
As Shakespeare wrote orGloucester, Cronyn and
Tandy " deceive more slyly
than Ulysses could .. . can add
colors to the chameleon,"
and " Changes shapes with
Proteus for advantages. "
They gave the best per·
formances of any concert
readers who appeared on
campus this semester. It is
too bad that they drew the
worst.

. . ...
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An exciting selection
of 14K and 14K gol dfilled .sterling silver
styles for every taste .
Some with opals or
diamonds or cultureCl
pearls.
from $4.00 to $14.50

••
••
••
•
•
•

Simply styled, with the
latest posts, hoops
and wires in 14K gold.
Most available in
yellow or white gold.
Pierced ears only.

~rt -WITH PURClflfs
G.\ of any pair of Ch an delle earrings ~
you'll receive a ch arming hand carved
jade animal on a 16" 12K gold
filled chain. Value $8.50
Start your own jade zoo .

Q,~I.'e

at

•
•
••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Lfour feet have been waiting for th~da~fh~ _.
could have a pair of Lev,i~ all 10 #1emselves.New
{.evi5 heaV\f leather.s with rugged soles. · ·
nrivds. ; .In litHe- on3nge ~. C'mon, on ,
gUlfS, get iniv Levis. ·.-fOr-fiit!

cPetn ·

~-

for feet .::~ ~ ~.
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Monday, October 27th - A high speed police
chase ends abruptly on the UMSL campus.
For sale : Two VVI snow tires on wheels., Good condition .'
Studded. $25 for set. Steve Norton 385-0794 on ext. 5411

For Rent

CURRENT reporters cover the story.

' Huge apartment for rent, 3 persons - $200 , 4 person!?
$220/month. Call 389-3234.

Wanted
Wanted : Santa Clause suit. 352-3855 Bill

-

Personals
Terry, Par exemple : Vous arrivez en France
Vous allez a Ie restaurant.
Vous demandez les pommes de terre.
Le garcon viens avec des frites .
Eh bien ... , Le Sledge-o-matique!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to UMSL bankers ,
Anne , Diane, Don, Fran and Joe.
Am seeking employment as an elevator operator. Would like
to start in a short building as I am inexperienced.
Lucy, I didn't forget ... . Hurry HOME .
Rutt - Rooh, Reorge! !
Merry Christmas, J.D .; I'll bet this is the biggest Christmas
card you've ever gotten . RDR.
Later Mex, TIFN.
See you in New York, Miss Montana ... B
"To a newspaperman, a human being is an .item with its skin
wrapped around it." F . Allen (1894-1956)
Eldridge, welcome back to Amerika!
Terry I'm looking for a campaign manager, Jim
Snowbound - being together - player piano - Pabst Blue
Ribbon - 7:00 - good company - I love it! Thanks .
Carol, study hard and good luck on your flnals . Joseph.
" I always used to like to know where I was so I started
drawing m'a ps .' , joe
R&B , good luck on the big
day , Gort and the Elves .
, I
Wonder Woman keep your
chin up -- you ' ve got what it
takes and then some ,

The UMSL CURRENT has many openings for the
coming semester.

We need writers, reporters,

photographers and most everything else. Apply in
person to room 256 in the University Center, or call

453-5174 ( 5174 on the campus hot line ).

•••

iMt'l
(We'll be back
with our next issue
on Jan. 22)

)
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Kickers dominate but lose, 2 ---1
I

Tom Rodgers
UMSL ended its soccer
season season Sunday Nov.
23 with a 2-1 loss to the
University of WisconsinGreen Bay ih the final round
of the Division II Midwest
Re~ional played at UMSL.
Mark Dorsey opened the
scoring early with a goal at
_ 4:01 on an assist by Nick
Traina. Dorsey had a clear
shot when the Green Bay
goalie missed on ~n attempted interception of
Traina' s pass.
Green Bay came back at
30:37 on a goal by Alix
Baptiste on a breakaway.
Nezih Hasanoglu received the
assist on the play.
Hasanoglu scored unassisted at 65: 17 on a free kick.
He lofted a perfect shot over
the wall of Rivermen players
and the outstretched arms of
goalie Rick Hudson into the
top left hand corner.
•

UMSL had dominated play,
with a 20-7 advantage in
shots on goal, but couldn't
put the ball in the net. Green
Bay, 15-3 at that point, went
on to lose both games in the

finals at Seattle .
In what was slated to be a
rebuilding year, the Rivermen produced a pleasant
surprise for head coach Don
Dallas by tallying an 8-4-3
record and advancing to the
second round of NCAA Midwest Regional.
Coming off a 6-5-2 season
in 1974, Dallas felt he was
facing the prospect of a year
of rebuilding. His suspicions
were based on the fact that
out of his 22-man roster '
seven players were freshmen,
one was a sophoinore, and
seven were ·juniors. This led
Dallas to comment at the
outset of the 1975 season,
"We have lots of newcomers
to the squad this season and
how we do o~erall will depend on how well they can
adjust to working and playing
together.' ,
It appears they adjusted
well as evidenced by the
leaders of the various areas
of play. Leading the points
scored category are freshmen
Steve Moyers with 14, freshman Jack Donovan with 11,
and freshman Mike Dean
with eight. Leading the team

[continued on page 27]

ONLY THE FINAL SCORE -COUNTS: The Rivermen kept the pressure on WisconsinGree;
Bay the whole day but only came away with a 2 - 1 loss. [Photo by Betty Brt"elmaier]

Cagers capture first two
V"

Dave Bridwell
First games are always
tough. It's a time when the
team must put together all
the methods they learned in '
practice plus get all of the
first game butterflies out of
their stomachs. The UMSL
Rivermen passed this test in
their first game of the season
Friday, Nov. 28 here at home
against Southwest Missouri
State, topping the Bears by
the score of 84-74.

A MATTER OF INCHES: A Riverman player gets a few steps
lead on his opposition as Green Bay gets caught leaning in
the wrong direction. [Photo by Betty Brielmaier]

From the first two points of
the game UMSL never
trailed. Late in the first half
the Rivermen had coach Bill
Thomas and his Bears down
by thirteen points. UMSL
went into the locker room at
the half with a 45-36 advantage.
The big key throughout the
game was the ability of
UMSL to go inside. This may
have been due to th~
height advantage the River-

men enjoyed, particularly at
the center position . Turnovers constantly plagued
the Rivermen. UMSL committed ten in the first half to
the Bears six. Overall UMSL
had 23, SMS f<?urteen.
Junior guard Bobby Bone
was the leading scorer with
38 points, shooting 77 per
cent from the floor and 80
per cent from the line. All
this plus some goood defensive work made teammate
center Pat Green comment,
• ' What can I say about

By Jerry Bresnahan
812 Olive Street
Saint Louis, Missouri
421-0636

Forward Jim
(Goose)
Goessling was the leading
rebounder f0r the Rivermen
with fourteen while scoring
eight. Coach Chuck Smith
said, "Jim played an aggressive game and played'
hard both ways."
Freshman guard Grayling
Tobias chipped in with ten
points in his first college
game. Sm~th commented,

[continued on page 27]

Gold Cup Volleyball League
The Gold Cup Volleyball
League is currently planning
its winter session of men 's
,",:omen's, and cooed leagues.

ded into eight divisions , according to ability to play
:,olleyball. Deadline for entry
1S Dec;: . 17,1975. For more

League play will begin in
January , and each. team will
play 12week's. Beginners and
skilled players are welcome:
as individuals or as whole :
teams. The leagues are diviJ

information, please contact
John at 434-9683 3:30 and

Let the Army
help you
with college.

Custom Brass Buckles and
Awards With Your Initials,
Fraternity or Sorority Greek Letters

Bobby! He's j~st an ' all
around super player."

Last year, 90,!JOO young people like yourself earned
college credits In the Army .
They attended classes on post. They studied at
nearby colleges and u~iversities. And they took
courses through our various correspondence pro.
grams. And the Army, paid for up to 75% of their
tUItIOn costs.
:::>'"
And after xour e.nlistment's over, you're entitled to
36 months finanCial assistance at colleges through.
out the country.
OU.r educational benefits are in addition to the job
training you'll r~ceive, the salary you'll earn, and the
travel opportunities you'll have .
. If you'q li~e to find out more about all the educa .
tlonal benefits the Armx has to offer, see or call your
local Army Representative .

SFC Dave M. Lewis
US Army Recruiting Station
9742 L..ackland Ave.
Overland, Mo. 63114

Join the people 'Y"ho'v~ joined the Army.

5:30 pm or Rich at 644-6830
between 9:30 pm and midnight.

aIone~ I live in a '
COMMUNlIY of WOMEN
whose 'main PURPOSE is 10 •
liVE an{J SPREAD the
GOOD NEWS through loving, .
.meaningful, and creative
SERVICE.

I am not

Want to add meaning to
.YOUR liFE and bring HOPE
to YOUR FUTURE?

Write Sister UIeIia Dames
. 5890 FidJelbetger

St, Louis, .J\.b; 63109
832-1800
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National caliber race walker brings variety
The rules are simple but
so I volunteered, and rethe execution is another mat·
corded a decent time for a
ter. "Walking requlres conbeginner. After that I really
centration," Young said,
got interested."
"because of the need for
Unfortunately not too many
style. The key to the sport is
Americans share Young's instyle and good hip- rO,tation. , terest in walking. "We have
People laugh when they see
only about 350 serious, comthe hip rotation but a walker
petitive walkers in the United
needs it to get to the finish
States ," said Young . "In
line easier and faster.
"You also need a lot of
strength if!. the upper pan or"
the bOdy because ot the arm
and shoulder follow-through
that the walker uses. ' ,
Strength and execution are Paul Koenig
important in an event that
Gary Green took the men's
ranges in distan~e from one..
fourth of a mile to 320 miles : raquetball title with a "best
two out of three" victory over
The standard distance in ~he
Intramurals
Director Jim
sport now is 20 kilometers,
Velten.
Green,
a student at
which is a little over 12
UMSL,
beat
Velten
by scores
miles. A fast time for a short .
of
21-14
and
21-4.
mile race is about eight and
The TEKES captured the
one-half minutes.
intramural bowling crown
Jerry got his start in the
with a season record of
sport about four~ years ago.
"I was running in a track 37-12, eleven points better
than the second place Poli.sh.
meet when I was 14 years
Nationals. Four ' teams were
. old," he said. "They needed
tied
for third place with 25-24
a walker for one of the ev~nts

.Tom KJei.
•·You. have to have the
coordination of a gymnast,
the endurance of a marathon
runner, and the same relative
leg speed as a miler."
The speaker is J eery
Young. The sport that requires such skill is racewalking . Young, a freshman
runner on the UMSL crosscountry team, is well qualified to talk about race-walking competition. This year he
recorded the fastest time in
the world in Junior competition (19 years and
• younger) for the 50 mile and
100 kilometers walks. Overall
he's the fourth ranked Junior
walker in the world. Next
year he hopes to make t.he
indoor track team that goes
to Moscow.
Young explained that the
rules of the event are simple.
The walker has to have one
foot on the ground at all
times and the leg that supports his ·body must be completely straight.

Swimming

Wed., Jan. 14

Westminster College
Washington University
St. Louis University
Southeast Missouri State

Fulton, Mo.
Washington U.

2,:00 pm
4:00 pm

Cape Girardeau, -Mo.

1:30 pm

Wed., Jan. 7
Wed., Jap. 14

All Missouri Wrestling
Tournament
MacMurray College
Univ. of Mo .-Rolla

Forest Park Comm. College

10:00 am

UMSL

5:00 pm
5:00pm

UMS~

Basketball
December
Western Illinois
U. of Nebraska-Omaha
Benedictine
St. Louis University
Tulsa University

Fri. 5
Mon. B
Sat. 20
Mon. 22
Tues. 30

I

UMSL
Omaha, Nebraska.
UMSL
St. Louis (Arena)
Tulsa, Oklahoma

January

I

Fri. 2
-Tues . 6
Thur. B
Sat. 10
Tues. 13
Wed. 14
' Sat. 17
Tues . 20

records.
. The Southpaws, four points
frolll the cellar of the bowling
league, won a one day
bowling tournament that included all eight squads. Ironically, it was the teams with
the worst season records that
did the best in the tournament . The TEKES, Polish
Nationals and 2 third place
teams, 4 Hits and a Miss,
and the Delta Zeta Turtles
lost in the first round.
Denny Boswell hoarded the
men's individual titles with a
240 high game and a 171
season average. Cheli Ohms
§.hot a women's high of 202
and Judy Oliver had a 160
high average for the ladies.
"Volleyball might be cancelled next semester, Direc-

-

tor of Intramurals Jim Velten
commented last Wednesday
after a disappointing season '
scarred by numerous forfeits.
"At the very least there will
be definite changes made.
Shortening the length of the
schedules). "
Velten also master-minded
a one day volleyball tournament that pitted ftest and
second place teams from all
leagues . Dave Ladd took the
tourney title.
Final standings were not
available for the men's day
basketball leagues. However,
the Warp Factors, the New
Lymph Nodes, and the Pikers •
took top honors in their
respective night leagues .
Seasons greetings to all
students faculty and staff and
your families.

Just a half block away is another world

Wrestling
Sat., Dec. 6

feature race-walking. But he
concedes there isn't much
development in the area .
"There's no big interest in
walking around here," he
said. "St. Louis hasn't even
developed a good overall
track program yet because
we are so dedicated to spOrts
like baseball and football ."

Intramural seasons close

Semester break sports schedule
Fri., Dec. 5
Wed., Dec. 10

Europe there is more- interest. There are just as many
walkers as there are other
track athletes."
St. Louis has fallen in line
with the national lack of
interest. Youn~, a member of
the 'St. lliuis Track Club, had
tried to organi~e meets ·
against local colleges that

Indiana State Evansville
McKendree
William Jewell
Oklahoma State
Washburn
Rockhurst
U. of Illinois-Chicago
Millikin

UMSL
Neutral Site
UMSL
Stillwater, Oklahoma
Topeka, Kansas
Kansas City. Mo.
Chicago, Ill.
UMSL

experience

-

SPIRO'S
REST AURANT
8406 Natural Bridge
Mixed Drinks * Greek Wine* Draft Beer
Friendly quick service of the
Finest GreekCuisine '; salsicca sandwiches,
Greek salads, roast beef, and daily specials.;
You'll be AMAZED at the difference.

I

Condom.
Acttlo.K !
"It's like hundreds
of tiny fingers
urging a woman to let go."

Men's Price

$10.00
FLEECE
LINED

.

Now you can reach a level of sexual pleasure
that only months ago was unheard of.
A condom delicately ribbed to give a woman
gentle. urging sensations. Yet. with a shape and
thinness that let d man feel almost like he's
wearing nothing at all.
Made with a new "nude"latex that transmits
body heat instantaneously. Stimula is supremely
all h
d t 'e li
sensitive. It·s anatomic y s ape 0 ng
to the penis. And SK-70. a remarkable
silicone lubricant works with natural secretions

r---------------,
Stamford Hygienics Inc .. Dept. KO-2
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

~=::eS!d~~~~:=e:r~~ssly.

I
Made by the world's largest manufacturer of I

condoms. a million have already been sold in
Sweden and France. Orders are shipped in
discreet packages. Send for your sample today.

I
I
I

114 Manhattan Street
Stamford. Conn. 06904
Please send me: (Check Box)
0 $3 sampler pack of 12 SUmuJa
0 $1 sampler pack,of 3 SUmuJa
Free catalog sent with either order
describing our entire new line of
erotic condoms.
0 Check 0 Cash 0 M,O, Enclosed

Slale. Zip

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Name
Address
City

I
I

'

I
I
I
,I

59 NORMANDY SHOPPING CENTER
HOURS· ' - - ,.."--',._, .............
•

_ _ f.

WI

I_Yo . .- . , . . . . '._P&

~----------------------------~-------------~-------------------~------~~~~~----------~--------------------~
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Tobias; Hoosman spa __ kle in both coaches' eyes
[continued from page 25]
"Tobias played with a lot of
pOIse.' ,
Green played the center
position for the majority of
the game while Warren
Wynn filled in when Green
was out. Wynn blocked five
shots in the shon time he
was in. Smith planned to play
both Wynn and Green in the
Eastern Illinois contest,
-

which was played on Tuesday, Dec. 2.
For the Bears 6'7" center
Scott Hawk, 6' 1" guard Andy
Newton and forward Milt
McDonald all had fifteen
points. McDonald also had a
team high of eleven rebounds .
Both teams employed a full
coun press whenever possible, which was very effective. Smith plans to continue
the use of the press.
Bone said, " Defense was

•

the point stressed for his
game." SMS took 81 shots
from the floor which Coac~
Smith described as "way too
many." Smith added, "We
make some silly fouls." The
Rivermen had nineteen fouls
called on them although no
one player fouled out for the
Rivermen.

In goal it was Rick Hudson
playing in 12 games with 58
saves, Dennis Genovese in
five games with 15 saves,
and Don Schmidt playing in
four games with nine saves.

victory in as many games this
year. Bone now has 1,267
career total points breaking
the former record of"l,258 set
by Jack Stenner in 1969 :

"Bone was outstanding, but
Hoosman was the big
difference. "
The Rivermen basketball
team, led by _the record
setting scoring of Bobby
Bone, slipped by Eastern
Illinois 87 -77 in the second
game of a doubleheader
Tuesday, Dec. 2 at the MultiPurpose Building. St. Louis
University topped SIU-Ed-

Soccer stumbles
[continued from page 25]
in- assists are freshman Mike '
Dean with six, junior Jim
McKenna with five, and
freshman Steve Moyers with
three.

wardsville 93-67 in the op
ening game.
. Bone scored 40 points to
lead UMSL to its second

As a team the Rivermen
had 309 shots on goal, 76
corner kicks, 82 goalie saves,
33 goals, and 27 assists.
Compare this with their opponents total of 211 shots on
goal, 72 corner kicks, 111
goalie saves, 19 goals, and 11
assists and it is clear that
this was more than a rebuilding year.

Eastern Illinois coach Don
Eddy said, "Bone was outstanding. "
Freshman Grayling Tobias,
with 13 points and Huben
Hoosman with 9 points, both
played excellent. Head coach
Chuck Smith stated, ''They
both matured really well. "
Eddy added, "Hoosman was
the big difference."
The Rivermen will be playing Western Illinois here at
UMSL in an 8 pm game
Friday, Dec. 5. The Leathernecks of Western Illinois
have a 4-2 series edge on
UMSL. The game can be
heard on a delayed basis at
11:45 pm <?n KWMU , 90.7
stereo on your FM diaL

"IT'S ENOUGH TO MAKE A GROWN MAN SMILE:
Freshman Grayling Tobias [20] wins the jump while freshman
Hubert Hoosman (14] looks on . Coach Chuck Smith has been
pleased with the start both players have made on their
college career, pleased enough to start Tobias and play
Hoosman extensively. [Photo by Jim Shanahan]

"I sold it through the CURRE~"'. "
FOR SALE
------------------------------------------Slightly defective tape-recorder,
(leaves gaps) call 202-456-1414 ask
for Dick.
An ideal way to sell

-

CLASS IFI EDS
Students, Faculty and Staff
now can advertise to over
11,000 Student, Faculty and
Staff for only 10 cents a
word.
-

-

For more il~f urmatio
come to the Current
Room 256 U. Center .

?*
,~\~a. _ !
..t

l

you
me
- each month an information card on next
I months tape. If I do not want that selection,
I mark the appropriate box and mail the card
I back. I will only receive the selections that
interest me _and I have prepaid for. I underI stand the card must be mailed back within
10 days.

I CHECK HERE IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO
I..!E ~T~ IrtIHt£IR!F2.!iY.fI _

We have -

Frosted
1-,OO -*Schooners
*

. . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . ..&.** _
BUD S BUSeR
an~

NAME
ADDRESS

~C~IT~Y~~------~ST~A~T~E~-------

ZIP

PHONE

~o~c=CU~P~A~T=I=O=N~~~-----------~CO~ll~E~G~E~

__________________

Mail to

CREATIVE AWARENESS INC.

--

5030 Paradise Ad. Suite A-1I3
las Vegls. Nevllli 89119 -

I
I

1

I
-I

.

.-

ON TAP
Sloppy Hours: 2:30-S:00
Monday thru Friday
8911 Natural Brid
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CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL
20% off the following items
from now until Christmas

*

SHIRTS

*

* WALLETS * GIFT PEN SETS *
* JEWELRY * WATCHES *

JACKETS

* ATTACHE CASES
* -X-MAS CARDS *
*

X-MAS GIFT WRAPPING

SPORTING GOODS

*

RECORDS

*

*

I

MASTER CHARGE
,

*

-: BANK AMERICARD
-

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

